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JUSTIFICATION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
There has been much debate concerning the value of paired learning 
over individual learning and yet little statistical evidence has been 
given to prove the validity of using one type of learning in preference 
to the other. Because of this lack of controlled research in the field, 
the authors of this paper decided to attempt such a study in phonics. 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether children learned 
more easily by working and studying individually or in pairs. 
Two hundred children from grades four~ five, and six in five dif-
ferent school communities were used in the study. 
The children were tested before and after the experiment in order 




School of Education 
Library: 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
1. The Purposes of Grouping 
Two major objectives.-- Educators agree that grouping procedures 
within the classroom should foster the aims and means for developing 
effective citizens of a modern world by promoting both social and aca-
. ]) 
demic achievement. Corey and Havighurst define the objectives of 
grouping thusly: 'We group children so as to promote their growth in 
the academic sense as well as their social development." 
Social.-- Many writers stress the social objectives of grouping, 
2:.1 
particularly in the light of present world conditions. Packer empha-
sizes the necessity of interdependence: 
"Living in this present-day, complex, atomic-energized 
world now becoming known to man has made educators more aware 
than ever of the importance of helping their students learn 
to live and work in a group. As scientific research and in-
dustrial ingenuity constantly bring all men closer together, 
it becomes increasingly evident that people must have or ac-
quire the skills, the know-how, and the desire to live and 
work together harmoniously. For, on the other hand, if 
people cannot or will not function interdependently, there 
remains only the alternative of chaotic conflict and de-
struction." 
l/Stephen .A.. Corey, Robert J. Havighurst, and Daniel A. Prescott, 
"Grouping Children: A Discussion," Educational Leadership (March, 
1947), 4:365. 
2:./Marguerite W. Packer, "Learning Through Group Participation," Chapter 
IV, Enriched Learning in Business Education, The American Business Edu-
cation Yearbook, 1953, Eastern Business Teachers Association, Publishers 
Somerset Press, Somerville, New Jersey, p. 36. 
-2-
]J 
Van Dorn believes that "By giving [the child7 opportunities to 
work in many kinds of groups, the school prepares him for his adult re-
.sponsibilities as a citizen of the world. 11 
In a comparison of classrooms based on constructive group relation-
ships and working under a democratic leader with classrooms in which the 
2:/ 
emphasis was on individual work, Chace. noted that " ••.. groups working 
under a democratic leader developed independence, group initiative, 
interdependence on group members, had less conflict in their group and 
were the most work-minded and constructive group .... " 
2/ 
From this, Chace concludes: 
"The best way to make sure that a child will take civic 
responsibility as an adult is to guide him to live effectively 
during his present life. Since the ·elementary school is usu-
ally his first sizable social group where he can learn good 
group relationships, here he must be given direct social ex-
periences that he can analyze, organize and generalize about 
until they build up into a philosophy of constructive demo-
cratic living." 
!±I 
In the same vein, Melby stresses the role of the school in pro-
viding social experiences: "To be educated the pupil must live, live 
richly, uniquely, and with benefit to tpe social group. The school, 
therefore, must be a laboratory for democratic, social living." 
.!/Viretta C. VanDorn, "Grouping and Individual Differences," Childhood 
Education (February, 1945), 21:316. 
2:,/Harriet Chaee, "Group Work and Living," Grade Teacher (June, 1958), 
75:46. 
1/Loc. cit. 
(±/Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction, National Edu-
cation Association, Newer Instructional Practices of Promise, Twelfth 
Yearbook, 1939, Washington, D. C., p. 36. 
3 
ll 
Strang agrees that " .... group activities, informal and student-
centered, are social laboratories in which students learn the ways of 
democracy. 11 
The importance of the group in teaching children the value of 
2:.1 
democracy is emphasized by Lindberg, who feels that " .... helping chil-




11So long as children attain insight into the philosophy 
underlying .democracy and learn the skills needed to put it 
into practice, the democratic way of life may be expected to 
survive; but in our complex culture, they may not be able to 
gain the perspective needed to see liow it functions without 
guidance." 
Other writers emphasize the strengthening ef individual personal-
!±/ 
ities through group membership as a major purpose of grouping. Packer 
states: 
"Learning to function as a member of a group~ in no sense, 
connotes the loss or sacrifice of individual identify or per-
sonality. Rather, the philosophy underlying the function of a 
democratic group is that the group becomes the catalyst for 
formulating and strengthening the individual personalities 
within that group." 
l/Ruth Strang, Group Work in Education, Harper and Brothers, New York, 
1958, p. 20. 
J:./Lucile Lindberg, The Democratic Classroom, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1954, p. 3. 




·~ducators today, who are concerned with the development of 
the 'whole individual' believe that drill and recitation are not 
necessarily the best methods of achieving this development, but 
that the skills necessary for democratic living can best be 
learned through .the practice of these skills in the setting in 
which they are likely to arise. Grouping has thus come to have 
as its objective the placement of each individual within a 
group in which he will work better, where he will have a sense 
of belonging and status, where his mental health will be safe-
guarded and improved." 
That the group has reason for existence only as long as it enhances 
the quality of the life of the individual is strongly emphasized by 
11 
Lane, who states that " .... groups persist and flourish as long as they 
extend and deepen the quality of living of the individual as he per-
ceives and lives it. 11 
11 
Again, Lane brings out: 
11The quality of day-to-day living is even more crucial 
to a child than to an adult. The groups of childhood must 
extend and deepen genuine gratifications in friendships, 
creativeness, self-respect, value and appreciation, hearty 
enjoyment. 11 
In answer to the question, "Toward what are groups directed? 11 
!±I 
Baxter and Cassidy reply that: 
1
'LGroups are directe.2:_7 toward freeing all elements in the 
situation so that individuals grow through the situation lin 
1/B. Othanel Smith and A. J. Dolio, "Recent Developments in Grouping--
A Minimum Bibliography, 11 Educational Leadership (March, 1947), 4:403. 
]:_/Howard Lane, "Democracy Grows Individuals," Childhood Education (May, 
1958), 34:403. 
1/Ibid., p. 402. 
!±/Bernice Baxter and Rosalind Cassidy, Group Experience, the Democratic 




self-direction and self-control; in ability to work cooperatively 
with others; in consideration of the ideas, wishes and acts of 
others." 
1/ 
Later she states her conviction that: 
11This responsible cooperative behavior now accepted as es-
sential for survival in an interdependent world, however, must 
not be understood to mean that the group is an end in itself, 
using the individual regardless of·his welfare for group ends. 
The end in a democratic .country is the fullest development of 
each individual in relation to other individuals. The group 
experience is the means through which, and the only means 
through which, individuals may learn social behavior. The 
individual cannot come to his.fullest stature in isolation. 
He may arrive at the fullness of his development only in and 
through experiences with others." 
Motivation of learning.-- Underlying the problem of grouping 
studies in the psychology of learning and.in group dynamics. 
2:./ 
are 
Passow lists several findings from these studies that have signifi-
cance for teaching methods at all levels and which are basic to an under-
standing of the purposes of grouping in the elementary classroom: 
111. Major influence on children in the classroom is 
interaction with others. 
2. Progress of pupils as well as what they learn are 
influenced by their social-emotional needs. 
3. Pattern of relationships in the classroom, or the 
group climate, strongly influences learning." 
A similar list of findings from psychological research is given by 
~/ 
Packer in a discussion of the basis of group learning: 
11 (1) All individuals are born with an inherited poten-
tiality to learn, thus all groups have a potentiality for 
learning, (2) learning takes place whenever the individual 
interacts with his environment or the members of his group, 
1/Bernice Baxter and Rosalind Cassidy, op. cit., p. 152. 
2/Harry A. Passow and Gordon N. MacKenzie, "Research in Group Behavior," 
The Nation's Schools (April, 1952), 49:71. 
3/Marguerite W. Packer, op. cit., p. 38. 
6 
(3) in the interactive process the whole individual, as well as 
the group, is affected, (4) in the interactive process all as-
pects of behavior of the individual, and of the group, are af-. 
fected, (5) conscious learning takes place whenever an individual, 
or the group, moves to satisfy a felt need, (6) best results 
accrue when learning is accompanied by satisfaction to both the 
individual and the group .•.. 11 
Grouping is not regarded as the answer to all learning problems. 
C. B. Moody, writing in the High School Journal, commented that grouping 
is a valid technique, but should not be regarded as a kind of ''panacea" 
for the cure of'all classroom ills, and should not be used to the exclu-
1) 
sian of all other techniques. Moody goes on to say: 
11 
•••• the term 'group' is intended to refer not to a class 
as a whole, but rather to changing evolving cells of organiza-
tion within the classroom. Frequently, from conception all 
the way through final evaluation, any teacher involved in a 
group procedure should check the work against the legitimate 
purposes underlying this type of procedure. These purposes 
may be neither independent elements nor like blocks stacked 
one upon another, but rather interlocking, or like spokes of 
a wheel. Of course, the teacher's own purposes, assuming 
integration with those of the students, are the ones that 
count. 11 
Although grouping is not to be considered as an educational wonder 
drug, it is thought that through the group process it is possible to 
serve a large segment of the.varying individual interests and abilities 
2:/ 
of a given group of children. D. C. Waite summarizes this by saying: 
11It has become apparent to many in the profession that 
both children and teachers can enjoy working in group situa-
tions; however, effective work niquires skill, diligence, 
imagination and great patience. Through the great variety 
of materials that can be used in group work, we can better 
· serve the varying interests and abilities of individual 
children. 
1/Caesar B. Moody, "Using Groups and Committees, 11 High School Journal 
(February, 1953), 36:133. 
l/Donald C. Waite, 11Ldtke Working in Gr'Oups, 11 National ElementaryPrin-
c (September, 1953), 32:169. 
7 
11For the superior child who is so frequently neglected we 
have the opportunity to provide activities that will challenge 
and stimulate and a program that is virtually unlimited in 
scope . 
. ''For the slow and less able; we can provide experiences of 
success, a sense of belonging and a renewed _feeling of personal 
worth." 
Educators in the field of arithmetic acclaim group teaching as su-
1./ 
perior to individual learning. C. C. Grover, writing in the Math 
Teacher, comments: 
."Many educators believe that individualizing instruction 
provides the best solution for teaching mathematics. A skill-
ful teacher will take pupils where he finds them, divide his 
class into instructional groups as needed, and teach them as 
seems best in the particular situation. Allowing the better 
pupils to progress more rapidly through the organized curric-
ulum in arithmetic is a reasonable procedure. Without labor-
ing the point it seems fair to say that in the classroom there 
is no other adequate method of dealing with the problem of in-
dividual differences." 
Grouping by ability has long been recognized by authorities in the 
field of reading as a highly successful method and technique. Donald D. 
2/ 
Durrell,- an advocate .of group learning, comments: 
"The advantages of grouping lies in its possibilities of 
adjusting the lessons to fit individual learning needs. If 
these adjustments are not made, there is little point to teach-
ing in small groups .... 
"There shoul¢1. be considerable variety in grouping. Some-
times the class will join the whole group activities. Some-
times they will be wi:th groups of their own_reading level. 
Sometimes they will be with children of various reading levels. 
Sometimes they will be in pairs and sometimes alone. Part of 
the advantage of small group work is in the interest which 
comes with novelty. 
1./C. C. Grover, "Rate of Progress of Pupils in Arithmetic in the Ele-
mentary School," Math Teacher (January, 1951), 44:7-9. 
2/Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, .World Book Company, 
New York, 1956, p. 130. 
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Recognition of the role of the.school in advancing the social 
of the child is a widely adhered to purpose for grouping. Rosella 
ll 
Roff, writing in Education Leadership, comments that every child must 
have an opportunity for feeling a sense of belonging and for achieving 
some degree of success. This she concludes is best attained through 
successful grouping. 
J:j 
Ruth Cunningham and Madaline Roberts advance as a valid purpose 
for grouping the human desire of one individual to help another. They 
say: 
"In every classroom there are children who are eager and 
willing to help each other and the teacher if we but give them 
the opportunity. We give them the opportunity through setting 
the stage for creative group interaction in an atmosphere where 
each can be honest and learn to know and respect himself and 
his fellows. This is another way of saying that the teacher 
provides opportunities for each pupil to help every other to 
meet his basic human needs; such as, the need to belong as a 
group member, to achieve status with one's peers and to feel 
a sense of personal worth." · · 
Earlier, the development of skills aimed at teaching cooperative 
living as opposed to competitive, was listed as a major goal of group-
l/ 
ing. F. J. Wilson elaborates on this point as follows: 
"Small groups are bettersuited for individual and coop-
erative activities. Such groups are interest related, flex-
ible, of short duration and of frequently changing center of 
interest. This tends to enrich interpersonal experiences. 
The teacher must be trained in group techniques in order to 
1/Rosella Roff, "Grouping and Individualizing in the Elementary Class-
;oom," Education Leadership (December, 1957), 15:171. 
2/Ruth Cunningham and Madaline Roberts, ''We Can Have It," Childhood 
Education (April, 1950), 26:350. 
3/F. J. Wilson, "Salvaging Gifted Students in Regular Classrooms," Edu-
-;;-ational Administration and Supervision (December·, 1955), 41:462. · 
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tion, 
have the required outcomes. She must encourag.e thinking in 
her pupils, cooperation and not competition. 11 
According to the Washington State Department of Public Instruc-
j) 
the purpose of grouping iS: 
" ..•. to better meet the individual differences of chil-
dren. For this reason the basis for temporary groups may be 
(1) the present level of reading skills of the child, (2) their 
current interests, or (3) the specific projects which are being 
undertaken by various groups . 11 
In conclusion, the major objectives of grouping for learning are 
summarized as follows: 
1. Increase general achievement through the group process by 
heightening interest and increasing comprehension. 
2. Provide for individual differences in learning rate within the 
group. 
3. Enrich the learning and social experiences of the group members. 
4. Remain flexible and change as the learning objectives of the 
class change. 
5. Develop an attitude of cooperation as opposed to competition 
among the group members. 
6. Render recognition and a sense of belonging to individual group 
members. 
7. Develop social qualities and abilities that are fundamental to 
living in a democratic society. 
1/Guy Wagner, "What Schools Are Doing in Grouping Children for Reading," 
Education (January, 1958), 78:309-312. 
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2. The Values of Grouping 
Attempts have been made by educators to measure the values of 
grouping. They find the major value to be the individual effect upon 
group members. 
ll 
Belongingness.-- Baxter and Cassidy specify th~ outcomes for the 
individual as: 
111. Gives reassurance and dispels isolation. 
2. Helps one make friends. 
3. Develops responsible self-expression. 
4. Gives status and recognition .. 
5. Gives sense of responsibility and belongingness, sense 
of being needed, 'we-ness."' 
She elaborates the latter by saying, 
"In the integrated group, there is a 'belongingness' in 
which all share. Persons within the group like to be together. 
Each is impelled to give of his best without restraint, with-
out question as to how it will be received and without undue 
introspection. There is an outgoingness on the part of each 
member which is conducive to full and free self-expression." 
2:.1 
Tuttle shares in this train of thought as he discusses the impor-
tance of team play: 
"Team play is important because it is the deepest attain-
able experience of membership, the most whole-hearted surrender 
to the belonging instinct, at the time when this instinct is 
establishing itself in the boy's heart. But there is also in 
team play, besides the sheer and intense expression of the be-
longing instinct, much practical experience of the methods by 
which a social personality is built up. 11 
Effect upon personality.-- The data obtained from many interviews 
1/Bernice Baxter and Rosalind Cassidy, op. cit., p. 54. 
£/Harold Saxe Tuttle, A Social Basis of Education, Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, New York, 1934, p. 267. 
11 
lf 
made by Gordon 11 •••• indieate the kinds of effects upon the individual 
which can be expected when he works in groups. 11 The groups of which he 
speaks are those 11 •••• in which free discussion is encouraged, the atmos-
phere characterized by 'permissiveness, 1 and the responsibility for 
group movement and group progress is placed with the group members 
. 11 
rather than with the leaders .... 11 
3/ 
Gordon concludes that the value of grouping comes when people ac-
cept the responsibility for Eaking changes in their ·own personalities 
because of the encouragement given them through successful grouping: 
"It seems that with more and .more certainty, we can pre-
dict that when people are faced with a non-threatening, non-
evaluative, and accepting situation in which they gradually 
learn they can take responsibility for their owndevelopment, 
they gradually begin to feel it is secure to explore themselves 
and to accept things about themselves which then lead to 
changes in their self-concept. 11 
!±! 
In agreement with Gordon is Jersild who has observed " ...• that 
once children have the opportunity to _learn how to function in such 
fi,rou:£.7 arrangements they show more ability to take responsibility for 
their good deportment and industry.n They assume less responsibility 
11 
•••• in the class situation where a teacher continually rides herd upon 
2.1 
the pupils working as an entire class upon a single job. 11 
1/Thomas Gordon, "What Is Gained by Group Participation? 11 Educational 
Leadership (January, 1950), 7:223. 
1/Loc. cit. 
l/Loc. cit. 
~/Arthur Thomas Jersild, ·child Development and the Curriculum, Bureau of 




The personality effect of grouping upon the child is expressed by 
ll 
Glad thusly: 
111 The chief and common value of the group is that it 
permits acting out of instinctual drives, which is acceler-
ated by the catalytic effect of the other members.' This 
statement is made by Slavson with reference to therapy groups 
in contrast to the individual therapy session, but it points 
up for our discussion that in a group the child is constantly 
trying out behavior responses and discovering the effects they 
produce on those about him. !n return, he is receiving effects 
of the behavior of the other group members, and the interaction 
thus aroused is a potent force in the formation of his total 
personality. 11 
2:./ 
Leigh suggests other important outcomes of groups to the individ-
uals' personalities which are equally important: 
says: 
"Some people have never learned to think in the company of 
others. It is a hard thing to do. In many situations, however, 
problem-solving in a group is inevitable. Furthermore, it has 
important advantages. In a committee each member is directly 
exposed to points of view and prejudices other than his own. 
Often for the first time he is made aware of his own stereo-
types. He is stimulated by others' suggestions out of the in-
evitable· rut of his _own thinking. • . . · 
"The pooling of facts, experiences, and prejudices is 
bound to yield more varied suggestions than is possible with. 
the lone worker in his study. A limitation upon the value of 
variety, however, is that the members uf a group should not 
be too unequal in their knowledge and experience in relation 
to the problem considered .... Group deliberation creates 
morale. 11 · 
11 
Jersild seems to catch up the strain where Leigh.leaves off as he 
1/Donald D. Glad, "Grouping for Development, 11 Childhood Education (April, 
l949), 25:355. 
2/Robert Devore Leigh, Group Leadership with Modern Rules of Procedure, W. W. Norton and Company, New York, 1936, p. 59. 
J_/Arthur Thomas Jersild, op. cit., pp. 154-155. 
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ttTake account of the benefits the children may gain from 
children who differ from them, as well as the benefits they 
may gain from children who resemble them. It is only by associ-
ating with children quite different from himself that a child 
can learn the lesson, so important in .life, that one must be 
able to get along in a world peopled by persons who are dull 
or bright, fat or thin, stupid or wise, robust or weak, sickly 
or healthy." 
11Group experiences enable the members to take the role of others, 
to see themselves in the role which others play and thus to become aware 
1/ 
of their own attitudes and activities," agrees Smith.- "These then can 
become the objects of study and improvement." 
Much has been said concerning the values of general grouping. 
11 
Strang takes group discussion in particular and lists specific per-
sonal values derived frqm it: 
"1. The increasedself-esteem that may result from success-
ful participation. 
Jeep, 
2. An increased proficiency ip. critical thinking and in 
speaking before a group. 
3. Stimulated and supplemented solitary thought. New as-
pects of a problem often emerge from the experiences 
and opinions of others • 11 
1.1 
in his .discussion of group dynamics as a method of teach-
ing, claims that it 11helps individuals to grow toward independence and 
self-security while at the same time learning that in a society one 
member depends upon. another." 
He also feels "that group dynamics enables students to release 
their feelings and aggressions and thus increases their chances for 
1/B. Othanel Smith and A. J. Dolio, op. cit., p. 409. 
]:./Ruth Strang, op. cit,, p. 272. 
1/H. A. Jeep and J. W. Hollis, "Group Dynamics in Action, 11 Clearing~~ 
House (December, 1957), 32:229. 
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individual and social adjustment." 
1.1 
Smith says: 
"More efficient work is done by individuals working to-
gether in groups, even in groups of two, than when working 
alone. This is in line with the conclusion, borne out by 
increasing evidence, that the strongest motivation is from 
the impact of the group upon the individual .... " 
]:./ 
As a result of extensive study and interviewing, Cunningham con-
eluded that "From the experience of teachers who have studied individ-
ua1s in group settings of classrooms; it would seem that the group has 
more influence on the individual than any .... other factors, and often 
more than all the other factors combined." 
Some question whether group participation destroys or enhances in-
2) 
dividuality. Miel believes: 
"It is not necessary for the individual to be sacrificed 
for the group when cooperative precedures are employed in ed-
ucation. In fact-, the chances that the individual will be 
recognized, studied, l3.nd helped are even greater when all are 
working together to make the best learning situation for 
everyone. Experiences with_group planning undoubtedly contribute 
to the children t s ability to do individual planning; for when 
the process b engaged in by a number of people, it is out in 
the open where it can be examined, criticized, improved. On 
the other hand, there is a plaee for_individual planning in all 
group enterprises, in addition to the fact that not all of life 
is a group affair." 
"An effective means of adapting instruction to individual differ-
J:./B. Othanel Smith and A. J. Dolio, op. cit., p. 407. 
]:/Ruth Cunningham, 11Group Creates Its Climate, 11 Educational Leadership 
(March, 1948), 5:359. 
1/Alice Miel, Cooperative Procedures in Learning, Bureau of Publications 
Teachers College,_ Columbia-University, New York, 1952. 
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1/ 
ences~" brings out Rehage, "is·to make extended use of group activi-
11 
ties. 11 Shane further emphasizes that 11 for the proper individualiza-
tion of learning through which each child organizes his inner curriculum 
functionally, cumulatively, and purposefully some type of schoolroom 
grouping is necessary." 
Having examined what educators have determined as values of group-
ing, a look at the chilrlren 1 s own evaluation of grouping as recorded in 
a study made by Cunningham seems pertinent. One eighth grader re-
~/ 
ported, 11By working in groups I have learned to get along better with 
people. I have learned more about the subject working in small groups 
because each person gets to do more on the project and it is more inter-
esting. 11 
f±/ 
Nine- and ten-year-old responses were: 
11I liked group work /class organization in comttlittees, 
-.... 
clubs, and interest group,!/. I liked to be able to do things 
I wanted to do. I liked to know T was as important a person 
as all the rest of the people. I liked the way we could all 
be able to be an officer in group work. I liked the way all 
of us was some kind of a leader. I liked to be able to give 
suggestions without everybody laughing at you. 11 
2.1 
Another said; 1~e learned a lot of things and how to work and 
play together, and live together, and take turns. I like the way we did 
1/K. J. Rehage and W. R. Sincook, 11How Small-Group Instruction Works, 11 
Elementary School Journal (November, 1953), 54:131. 
2/Harold G. Shane and E. T. McSwain, Evaluation and the Elementary Cur-
riculum, Holt Company, New York, 1951. 




things. I liked the chances we got to be leader." 
1/ 
A high school student stated: 
"In studying the unit on Human Relations I have learned 
to improve my personality in such ways as being friendly to 
more people and how to get along with people. I'have learned 
about people from other nations and how they live and work to-
gether. I have found out about how .to be a better group 
leader and member. l 1ve learned how to carry on a conversation 
with people I have just met and many other things. 11 
110ut of skillfully directed group activities have resulted 
understanding, greater happiness, cooperativeness, and social 
adjustment in the case of individuals. 
liAmong the changes in the individual student that might 
be expected to result from group activities are ease and secur-
ity in .social contracts, spontaneity in human relations, willing-
ness to share, ability to" appreciate other people and to work 
cooperatively with them, higher values and standards, and in-
creasing satisfaction in wholesome types of recreation and 
worthy use of leisure." · 
ll 
Strang continues: 
uGroup activities may make many contributions to the per-
sonal development of students--to their health and physical 
fitness, to the satisfaction of their basic needs; to their 
social, emotional, and esthetic development; to the building 
of their systems of values, attitudes, and social norms; to 
their vocational adjustments and to their progress in the ac-
quisition of knowledge and skills. 
"The group also offers opportunities for self-appraisal. 
In social situations the individual becomes aware of his abil-
ities and limitations; for example, he may feel the need for 
better expression in order to participate in a group discussion. 11 
1/Ruth Cunningham, op. cit., p. 358. 
1/Ruth Strang, op. cit., pp. 284, 293. 
3/Ibid., pp. 13-14. 
---
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From nondirective interviews with sixteen delegates to the National 
ll 
Training Laboratory in Group Development, Gordon classified the self-
reference statements into these ~jor categories: 
"A. Changes in self.· 
B. Degree of confidence in self to change. 
C. Emotional or motivational impact of experience. 
D. New or reinforced understandings of self. 
E. Degree of confidence in self-understandings and self-
evaluations. 
F. Incteased.clarity in goals, or l~vels of aspirations. 
G. Changes in intellectual understandings, values, 
skills .•.. 11 
He further lists specifically the "changes in self" which were de-
1:.1 
tected: 
"1. Feel more. accepted by others, moresecure, less fearful, 
more spontaneous, .less defensive of self, less with-
drawn, more confident. 
2. Feel more accepting of others, more respect for others, 
more tolerant of interpersonal differences, more sensi-
tive to feelings af others.· 
3. Feel more accepting of own personal limitations, of own 
part in causing interpersonal. difficulties, feel more 
willingness to evaluate self, more sure of own evalua-
tion of self. · 
4. Feel more responsibility as a group. member, more re-
sponsibility to do my share and to help group by giving 
more freely of.myself. . 
5. Feel more need for membership in groups; feel more need 
for group support and approval; now get more satisfac-
tion from group." 
1/Thomas Gordon, op. cit., J>. 222. 
1/Ibid., p. 223. 
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3. Types of Grouping 
ll 
General groupin8 at administrative level.-- Heffernan asks, "What 
can supervisors and principals do to promote grouping which meets the 
individual needs of children7 11 He states the following as some of the 
challenges to leadership: 
"1. Abandon grade standards as measures of achievement in 
subject matter; help teachers to acquire better under-
standing of child groWth and development, to study the 
group of children entrusted to the school, and to group 
them for instruction witpin the class, using material 
adapted to the. needs and interests of each small group. 
2. Develop the curriculum..continuously around worth-while 
areas of life experience; permit each child to progress 
at his own rate, and permit each child to make his con-
tribution to group activities in termS of his individual 
ability and interest; 
3. Assign children to the groups in which they can make the 
best growth; progress will be continuous from year to 
year for nearly all children. Promotion, nonpromotion, 
or acceleration will disappear as educational procedures. 
4. Consider all aspects of a chi1d 1 s .development in place-
ment; select appropriate material for slow learners; 
enrich the experiences for the intellectually superior; 
avoid placement which might throw a child out of adjust-
ment to his social group or make him seem inferior in 
the eyes of his peers. 
5. Provide the articulation with the next higher level of 
the school system so children will have opportunity to 
benefit by the multicurricular offerings of the sec-
ondary school. This philosophy of education will better 
the understanding of human growth and development by all 
persons who work with children ani! youth in schools. 
6. Provide special educational opportunities in small classes 
for extreme deviates--the. severely physically handicapped, 
the mentally retarded, and the emotionally maladjusted. 
7; Keep the pupil enrollment to twenty-five or fewer chil-
dren in a class to enable teachers to perform effectively 
their functions of individual guidance. 
8. Enlist parental understanding and cooperation; help 
parents to understand the general abilities of the child, 
1/H. W. Heffernan, "Grouping Pupils for Well-rounded Growth and Develop-
ment," The Educational Digest (March, 1953), 18:38. 
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not his academic achievements alone; help them understand 
and accept his special interests and disabilities; help 
them to recognize the general maturity of the child, and 
to foresee his next developmental tasks and his person-
ality needs." 
1.1 
Corey, et al., .. list only three points to consider in grouping 
children to meet individual needs. They are: first, to consider what 
grouping will produce the most effective learning; second, what informa-
tion about children is necessary in order to provide the basis for tbis 
grouping; and third, to consider what administrative problems are in-
valved in bringing groups to being. 
2/ 
Elsbree and McNally- give five choices of a principal in grouping 
children. The following summarize briefly these choices: 
1. Making use of standardized achievement tests 
2. Making use of intelligence and achievement tests plus estimates 
from former teachers as to the ability of the child 
3. Listing children alphabetically 
4. Drawing names out of a hat 
5. Securing detailed facts and judgments about pupil.s from 
teachers, parents, children, and from cumulative record cards 
and sociometric studies. 
Elsbree and McNally consider their last choice the soundest. 
21 
Corey, et al., feel that grouping in schools is made at three 
.!/Stephen M. Corey, Robert J. Havighurst, and Daniel A. Prescott, 
op. cit., pp. 365-373. 
1/Willard S. Elsbree and Harold J. McNally, Elementary School Administra-
tion and Supervision, American Bood Co., New York, 1954, pp. 121-122. 
2/Stephen M. Corey, Robert J. Havighurst, and Daniel A. Prescott, 
lQC:!. cit. 
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levels--the community level, in which the school board and superintend-
ent make decisions that affect the groups ths.t actually meet in school; 
the middle level, in which decisions are made by the school principal, 
who often works with the teachers; and the lowest level, in which the 
teacher makes many decisions that have to do with the formation of 
groups. 
One way of meeting individual needs at the administrative level is 
1.1 
through homogeneous grouping. CUinlliins defines homogeneous grouping as 
ability grouping in which students ~re sectioned according to ability, 
using various criteria such as I.Q., reading level, or .marks given by 
the classroom teacher. She continues to say that homogeneous grouping 
on the.basis of intelligence alone assumes that all school learning is 
of a high-level academic type, :when school learning may be of all levels 
of complexity. Homogeneous grouping actually produces relatively small 
change in the range of individual differences, and many differences in 
academic achievement continue. 
11 
Beck, et al., say that for the past century .educational experts 
have been trying to find some procedure for making instructional groups 
homogeneous, thus making possible the mass instruction of large classes 
and the use of uniform textbooks, uniform instructional procedure; and 
uniform standards .of achievement. The objective of most. of this was to 
YEvelyn W. Cummins, 11Grouping: Homogeneous or Heterogeneous ?n Educa-
tional Administration and Supervision (Janus.ry, 1958), 44:19-25. 
2/R. H. Bee~, W. W. Cook, and N. C. Kearney, Curriculum in the Modern 
Elementary School, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1953, p. 46. 
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find a way to educate as many children as possible with a minimum ex-
penditure of money. Later it was learned that the homogeneity of groups 
sufficient for uniform standards, materials, and procedure probably is 
unattainable. Certainly such groups cannot be achieved through general 
ability grouping, judicious policies of promotion, or effective teaching. 
1.1 
Strevell and Oliver reported that homogeneous grouping by class 
was found to be impossible because of the differences in other traits, 
as opposed to the .original premise for grouping, which is meeting indi-
vidual needs. 
2:.1 
Durrell says that when there are so many ways to group for effec-
tive teaching within the classroom, it is hard to understand why homo-
geneous grouping throughout the school is necessary. If it is used, the 
need for small group work still remains. 
ll 
Dawson found that homogeneous grouping reduced the range of 
achievement in pupils, but in spite of supposed homogeneity, schools 
still faced the problem of individual differences. Homog.eneous class 
grouping is no longer favored and has been largely abandoned in the ele-
mentary school. 
Since Mildred Dawson, many new ideas on homogeneous grouping have 
come forward. One of the more recent plans for homogeneous grouping is 
!±I 
the Joplin Plan. Tunley states: 
]:./Wallace H. Strevell and Pauline Oliver, 11Grouping Can Be Flexible With-
in the Classroom," Nation's Schools (February, 1957), 59:89-91. 
YDonald D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 133. 
l/Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Language in the Grades, World Book Co., 
New York, 1951, p. 66. 
Tunley, "Johnny Can Read in Joplin," Saturday Evening Post 
tober 26, 1957 , 230:108. 
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"Itts a reading program that abolishes marks and frankly 
recognizes that some students are brighter than others at read-
ing. The system might appear undemocratic, but it obviously 
gives a break to all the students, bright as well as not-so-
bright. It demonstrates that not all the retarded pupils are 
the slow readers; poor reading habits can hold back smart 
students too. 11 
The Joplin Plan concentrates on grades four, five, and six because 
the originators of the plan feel that these are the three most crucial 
years of reading. Briefly; the plan is as follows: When the hour for 
reading arrives, students break up into groups that go to reading classes 
anywhere from the second to the ninth grade level .. There they work with 
other students who are at their own stage of development and they ad-
vance just as rapidlyas they can. After class, the groups return to 
their respective homerooms for a twenty-five-minute period of recreatory 
reading during which they are free to read anything they like. A var 
of books and magazines ar.e on hand for this purpose. 
Another recent plan for homogeneous grouping is the Detroit X-Y-Z 
ll 
Plan. Elsbree and McNally have this to say about it: 
rrrn this plan, pupils are divided according to some 
criteria of achievement and learning ability into three groups 
labeled X, Y, and Z, comprising fast, average, and slow pupils, 
respectively. ·According to the plan, the curriculum in these 
groups, and to some extent the materials of instruction, were 
differentiated; the slow groups got a program of .r'minimum es-
sentials, 1 while the superior pupils had a greatly enriched 
learning program. 11 
Perhaps the following statement by Beck, et al., sums up what 
schools are doing today: 
1/Willard S. Elsbree and Harold J. McNally, op. cit., p. 92. 
J)R. H. Beck, W. W. Cook, and N. C." Kearney, op. cit., pp. 46-47. 
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nsimply this: Accept the wide range of ability found in 
all classes as inevitable, accept it as something good, highly 
desirable, and necessary in the scheme of things. Then set 
about to find effective ways of meeting the individual needs 
of chil-dren in heterogeneous groups. 11 
Another way of meeting individual needs at the administrative level 
1/ 
is through heterogeneous grouping. Cummins defines heterogeneous 
grouping as unselected groups where no effort has beenmade at segrega-
tion. She continues to say that today there is no such thing as a homo-
geneous group. The-extent of the heterogeneity may be reduced by care-
ful use of multiple criteria~ but there will still remain a wide variety 
of interests and abilities that cannot be measured by the screening de-
vices we have today. In any group where there is good teaching, a trend 
toward greater heterogeneity will exist. 
2:.1 
Elsbree and McNally state this about heterogeneous grouping: 
"In grouping pupils, consideration should be given to the 
distribution of their interests and skills. If all the aggres-
sive personalities are placed in one group and the timid, re ... 
tiring children are grouped together, there is less chance, or 
so it seems to the authors, for 1 educational osmosi.s 1 to occur 
than in situations where a variety of personality types are 
housed in the same room. 11 
ll 
McKee feels that all grouping of pupils is tentative in the sense 
that any pupil may be moved from one group to another as his achieve-
ments or deficiencies warrant such transfer, and that the teacher must 
make instructional adjustments within eachgroup in order to care for 
their individual needs and deficiencies. 
1/Evelyn W. Cummins, op. cit. , p. 20. 
]:/WillardS. Elsbree and Harold J. McNally, op. cit., p. 23. 
lfPaul.McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School, 
Houghton Mifflin Co., New York, 1948, p. 352. 
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l.l 
Classroom grouping.-- BroWn says: 
nGroup dynamics·has an important place in our classrooms. 
Definitely it is a technique which belongs in the field of 
classroom manag.ement. When applied to the classroom situation~ 
it can be a ~onscious .effort in which pupils help to improve 
their own learning goals through change, have a part in de-
veloping their. learning procedures, andwork out within the 
group the best ways of achieving the results set up as being 
desirable." 
:?:.I 
Thelen feels that teachers can organize the program in such a 
way that students work in small groups. The increased participation in 
a wide range of rules gives them a chance to know each other, and the 
fact that they have a task to accomplish gives them a reason for inter-
]_/ 
acting. Thelen further states in another article that the size of the 
group should be the smallest number necessary to achieve the skills and 
purposes desired. 
!±I 
Dawson feels teachers are becoming quite adept in handling small 
group instruction where pupils are placed in groups according to inter-
ests or needs for instruction. Such grouping is flexible. For success 
in small group instruction a variety of materials is needed in order to 
provide for different levels of ability, achievement, and interests. 
liE. J. Brown, Managing the Classroom, The Ronald Press Co., New York, 
1952, p. 13. 
2/Herbert A. Thelen, 11Experimental Methods in Classroom Leadership," 
Elementary School Journal (October, 1952), 53:82. 
3/Herbert A. Thelen, nGroup Dynamics in Instruction; Principles of 
Least Group Size, 11 The School Review (January-December, 1949), 57:139-
149. 
!±/Mildred A. Dawson, op. cit., p. 66. 
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1/ 
Jones'- article has this to sayabout flexible grouping: 
"Children may in some activities f)elect their own groups 
by working on the thing that interests them the most. They 
like to call them committees an4 these can be made up of both 
good and poor students who adjust surprisingly well. Some 
gather the information, some arrange it, ·and some merely learn 
from others." 
2:./ 
Phillips bel.ieves the. use of committees· can be overdone in 
science and social studies, but it is a phase of the class which should 
not be ignored, because it is pupil-created, it constitutes pupil free-
dom to work at a particular learning.experience creatively, and it will 
not be of a hard-and-fast, cut-and-dried type. 
Groups can be of all sizes, but should be temporary, say Corey, 
. 11 . 
Havighurst, and Prescott. Most school situations keep the group long 
after its purposes for being are achieved. The most general criterion 
of successful grouping is satisfactory progress in learning appropriate 
behavior. 
4/ 
Van Dorn says that grouping demands imagination, flexibility, and 
careful guidance. · We should find out as much as we can about children 
before placing them in groups, so that we may build groups of children 
who can work well together. She thinks that this is an important part 
of life because security comes from working with children of similar 
])Daisy M. Jones,. mHow Shall Children Be Grouped and Promoted 7" 
Childhood Education (January, 1948), 24:232-235. 
J:./C. A. Phillips, 11The Class Within a Class, n Catholic School Journal 
(June, 1958), 58:30. 
3/Stephen M. Corey, Robert J. Havighurst, and Daniel A. Prescott, 
';;'p. cit., pp. 365-373 ~ 
~/~iretta C. VanDorn., op. cit., pp. 314-316. 
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tastes and backgrounds. 
1.1 
The Gulf School Research Development lists the following as types 
of grouping in the classroom: 
said: 
"1. Ability grouping 
2. Adequate group records 
3. Committees for study projects 
4. Grouping for leadership 
5. Grouping for basic citizenship 
6. Interest grouping 
7. Gifted children grouped together 
8. Grouping for individual success 
9. Grouping for motivation 
10. Regrouping for development 
11. Regrouping for social guidance 
12. Sociometric.grouping 
13. Grouping for special talents 
14. Team grouping 
15. Reporting to parents 
16. Promotion groups 
17. Differentiated curriculum 
18. Termination of groups 
19. Assigning transfer pupils 
20. 1Buzz' groups 
21. Tutorial groups 
22. Measuring progress within groups 
23. Discussion groups 
24. Opport.unity class groups.tt 
2/ 
Grouping in the classroom is summarized very aptly by Wall, who 
"The teacher must scrutinize carefully his curriculum and 
decide which parts of it are appropriate for direct teaching 
to the whole class, which are appropriate for group activities 
and where individual attention is necessary. The class lesson 
should have as its core those relationships, facts or tech-
niques which are essential and which can be grasped by the 
slowest learner; and it should contain meat even for the 
brightest. 11 
.!/Wallace H. Strevell and Pauline Oliver, op. cit., pp. 89-91. 
£/Ibid., p. 89. 
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4. Problems of Grouping 
In the grouping of children for various purposes, there are many 
problems which must: be considered. 
l/ 
In the words of Strang, "The ma:i,n problem in group work is: how 
to create conditions in which the group and its members can grow--how to 
open up opportunities for all children and young people to bring out the 
best that is in them. 11 
2:.1 
Vernon· says that Hone of the most urgent and controversial ques-
tions in Education today is what kind of organization will encourage the 
fullest development of varied mental capabilities and inclinations of 
students. 11 
ll 
According to Donald D. Glad, spontaneous grouping of children in 
the playground, gym, or classroom may be wholesome or otherwise. This 
grouping is frequently desirable, but perhaps with equal frequency, it 
does not express the true needs or wishes of the children themselves. 
Some of the reasons that children have difficulty in forming satisfac 
groups are as follows: 
111. Lack of adequate social experiences and skills 
2. Excessive pressures to compete and·excel 
3. Unacquainted with mores and customs of the new group 
4. Directed by inadequate or inappropriate leadership 
5. Feeling of inferiority 
6. Feeling of anxiety 
7. Feeling of insecurity." 
1/Ruth Strang, op. cit., p. 272. 
2:../P. E. Vernon, 11Education the Psychology of Individual Differences, 11 
Harvard Educational Review 28 (Spring, 1958), 2:91-104, 
l/Donald D. Glad, op. cit., p. 354. 
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Ruth Strang says that some of the problems that a group faces in 
working together are: 
1. Discipline: Individuals who are hostile, aggressive, and 
emotionally disturbed. 
2. Apathy: Created by an authoritarian atmosphere. The con-
tent of the material may seem futile or boring. 
3. Conflict and Dissension: Disagreement may arise from an attempt 
to move too rapidly-from initial orientation to 
action. 
4. Problem o·f Consensus: A feeling of unity within the group. 
5. 11Fringe 11 members:· Rejected individual who wants to be accepted 
by the group. 
2) 
Regarding group dynamics in instruction~ Thelen warns against the 
following: 
1. Lack of direction (boredom--aggression and inability to work 
effectively). 
2. Lack of feeling that group work is important. 
3. Shirking and dictation. One does all the work. 
4. Development of intergroup competition and hostility. 
a. Clique formations. 
5. Classroom administration problem (discipline) . 
.,!/Ruth .Strang, op. ·cit., pp. 31~33. 
1/Herbert A. Thelen, "Group Dynamics in Instruction: Principles of 




Still another article by Rehage and Sincook states the following 
problems which confront group dynamics: 
1. Children's lack of skill in group activities. 
2. Difficulty of managing classrooms where many groups are at work 
on different problems at the same time. 
3. Lack of physical facilities that make group work feasible. 
4. The doubtful value of the learning that results for an entire 
class as a consequence of group ."reports." 
5. The difficulty of establishing a satisfactory basis for grouping. 
2/ . 
Foshay says: 
11Recent work on cooperative planning suggests some points 
along the way at which classroom committees may fail, either 
disintegrating or falling under the domination of one person 
who 'takes hold.' These are choice-points, and a correct . 
choice at these points is a life-·or-death matter for the coop-
erating group. 11 
The first point is to achieve agreement by all the children on what 
the job really is. The second is the development of a logical plan. 
The third point is the development of a plan to care for unexpected dif-
ficulties, such as colds, failure to do share of the work, and the in-
ability to find material on assigned topics. The group will fail unless 
it sees the need for replanning. The fourth point is that the children 
must agree on what will be an acceptable product. Failure to do this 
may leave them with scorn for one another's work and thereby of the com-
mittee approach. 
!/Kenneth J. Rehage and William R. Sincook, op. cit., pp. 131-133. 
1,/Arthur W. Foshay, "Choice-Points in Working Groups," Childhood Educa-
tion (Reprint Bulletin No. 26), pp. 3-4. 
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The social attitudes resulting from unguided groups are caught, 
not taught. By helping children to recognize these crucial points~ 
there is hope that at least some of the social learning will be guided, 
not merely caught. 
31 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS AND PLAN FOR THE STUDY 
Outline of the plan.-- Each of three sixth grade, three fifth 
grade, and two fourth grade classes was grouped for learning purposes 
into teams of two or three and indiyiduals. Lists of words to be clas-
sified were presented to all pupils each day during a six-week period. 
Tests were given before and after the six-week working interval and 
scores of team learners were compared with those of individual learners. 
Grouping.-- In order that high and low reading achievers be placed 
in both individual and paired learning situations, each class involved 
in the study was first divided into two groups of equal reading achieve-
ment. One group, or half the class, became the individual learners of 
the study. The remaining pupils were paired; high achievers were placed 
with high or average achievers, and low achievers were placed with 
average or low-average achievers. Each paired pupil worked with the 
same partner throughout the course of study. When an absence occurred 
among partners, single paired learners moved temporarily to another 
pair, thus preserving the team learning situation. Absent children 
made up missed cards by themselves or with other children who had been 
absent. 





son and printed on 5- by 7-inch cards. Each card set 
consisted of approximately 1200 words; 40 words per card printed on 30 
cards. Words selected from three categories were presented in random 
lists on the face of each card; the back of each card showed the 40 
words arranged under the proper categories. 
Card sets used by the three grades involved in the study differed 
in vocabulary level; thus, sixth grades worked with sixth grade vocab-
ulary, fifth grades worked with fifth grade vocabulary, and fourth 
grades worked with fourth grade vocabulary lists. Two sets of cards 
were used by each class, insuring enough mater~al for all pupils. 
Other materials used included sheets on which pupils classified 
the words under the proper category, and check sheets, kept by individ-
ual and paired pupils as evidence of cards completed. A master check 
sheet was kept by each teacher. 
Presentation of material.-- Word cards were presented to all teams 
and individuals for approximately 20 minutes each day. Pupils studied 
the faces of the cards, arranging the words in categories on a separate 
sheet. Paired learners decided on pronunciation and classification of 
words tog~ther, yet kept two sheets for each card. In this way, the 
1200 words involved were spoken (silently or orally) and written by 
every pupil during the six weeks of the study. After all of the words 
on a given card had been classified, pupils turned the cards over and 
1/Jane Catterson, Word classification cards for fifth and sixth grade 
~' Unpublished material. 
1/Doris Spencer, An Evaluation of Word Study Lessons in Grade Four, 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1958. 
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corrected their own word lists. Pairs alternated in reading the answers 
aloud and in checking word lists. 
Pupils were allowed to work at individual speeds; thus, some 
pupils in both individual and paired situations finished the complete 
set of cards considerably .earlier than other pupils. Check lists were 
kept by pupils and teachers as evidence of work completed and work not 
yet done. 
After the initial explanation of the procedure, no help was given 
in word recognition or classification. Pupils were encouraged to use 
their knowledge of phonics in sounding out unknown words. When pupils 
failed to recognize, sound out, or know the meaning of a word, it was 
listed separately on their classification sheets. No attempt was made 
to teach these unknown words during the study. 
Schedule of the study.-- The initiation of the classroom procedure 
was preceded by three days of testing, two tests being given .on each of 
the three days. Six weeks of word classification followed immediately. 
During this time, most of the pupils completed all of the cards. At 
the end of the six-week period, all classroom classification work was 
terminated. Final testing took place during the ninth week of the study 
after one week in which no reference was made to the word cards. 
Description of tests.-- Te~ts administered before and after the 
ll 
actual word classifying were Gates Reading Survey, A Test of Initial 
1/Arthur I. Gates, The Gates Reading Survey, Bureau of Publications, 




and Final Phonetic Word Elements~ The Recognition of Homophones, 
]j 
and A Test of Visual Memory of Word Patterns. Form One of the Gat.es 
!±I 
Reading Survey was used before the word study, and Form Two was used 
at the termination of the study. The remaining tests were given twice 
in the same form. 
The Gates Reading Survey, three tests in one booklet, measures 
speed and accuracy of reading, vocabulary, and level of comprehension. 
The test for speed and accuracy cons:i::sts of 36-paragraphs of approxi-
mately equal difficulty, each of which is accompanied by a comprehension 
exercise. Time for the test is limited so that the number of exercises 
correct represents the reading speed. The vocabulary test consists of 
65 exercises, each presenting a key word accompanied by five other words 
from which the one with similar meaning is chosen by the pupil. The 
items are arranged in order of difficulty so that the score represents 
the difficulty level of the pupil's ability to recognize words. The 
test for level of comprehension presents 21 paragraphs of increasing 
difficulty in which one to three words have been omitted. The pupil 
must select a word or words which will meaningfully complete the pas-
sage. 
1/Boston University, Unpublished Material. 
1_/Joseph F. Comerford, Perceptual Abilities in Spelling, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, School of Education, 1954. 
2/Boston University, Unpublished Material. 




The Test for Visual Memory of Word Patterns consists of 50 words 
of increasing difficulty, each presented to the classroom group on a 
separat.e flash card. Pupils select. the words presented from a group of 
five to seven similar words printed on individuaL answer sheets. Raw 
score was taken as the number correct. 
2:./ 
The Test of Initial and Final Phonetic Word Elements measures the 
ability of the pupil to hear beginning and ending sounds in words pro-
nounced by the examiner. Pupils write, at the direction of the examiner, 
either the first, the first two, the first three, the last, the last 
two, or the last three letters of 45 words. Raw score represents the 
number correct. 
11 
The Test for the Recognition of Homophunes measures the ability 
• 
of a pupil to recognize groups of letters which, when spoken, produce 
similar sounds. Pupils are instructed to blacken the space b.efore any 
of five groups of letters which could have the same sound as the key 
sound pronounced by the examiner. Correct answers vary from one to 
five blackened ~paces. Fifty key sounds are provided. Raw score was 
obtained by subtracting the number of errors (errors included omitting 
to blacken a space and choosing an incorrect group of letters to match 
the key sound) from double the number of correct answers. 
]/Boston University, Unpublished Material. 







Purpose of the study.-- It primary purpose of this study 
to determine whether children ed to learn better in a paired or 
individual study situation. 
The material utilized for purpose was in the area of word 
analysis and consisted of a set o word classification cards for each 
grade level. 
The secondary purpose of to determine whether the 
word classification exercises s affected score levels in 
the areas of reading speed, voca comprehension, auditory percep-
tion of initial and final elements, visual memory of word 
patterns, and recognition of homopihones. 
The data were analyzed by gr~de level to determine: (1) the dif-
ference between mean scores of individuals and teams in March for each 
. i 
test, (2) the gain made from January to March on each test by children 
working alone, (3) the gain made from January to March on each test by 
children working in teams, and (4) the gains for individual versus team 
study for each test. 
The data were analyzed separately for grades four, five, and six: 
The following tables from 1 to 30 lishow the data for grade four. 
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An examination of the above table shows that the children are 
very like in chronological age. 
















The difference of five points in mean I.Q. is in favor of the 
team learning group. 
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Table 3. A Comparison of the Average Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--March--Team Versus Individual Groups 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff.m S.E.Diff. C.]L 
35 Ind. 18.69 8.13 1.39 
.72 1.77 .407 
34 Team 19.41 6.33 1.10 
When the means were contrasted, the difference of .72 yielded a 
critical ratio of .407, which is not statistically significant and 
shows slight difference between those children who used the cards 
alone and those who worked in teams. 
Table 4. A Comparison of the Average Mean Seores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--January and. March--Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff.m S .E.Diff. C.R. 
35 Jan. 18.51 8.02 1.38 
.08 1. 96 .041 
35 Mar. 18·.69 8.13 1.39 
The difference between the means of .08 produces a critical ratio 
of .041 which is not statistically significant and denotes a small 
change between the test given in January and the test given in March. 
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Table 5. A Comparison of the Average Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff.m S.E.Diff. C.R. 
34 Jan. 19.50 6.81 1.19 
.09 1.62 .056 
34 Mar. 19.41 6.33 1.10 
There is a slight variance between the test given in January and 
the test given in March. The difference between the means of . 09 pro-
duces a critical ratio of .056, which is not statistically significant. 
Table 6. A Comparison of the Mean Gains on the Gates Reading Survey 
Test--Team Versus Individual Group 
No. Type Gain Diff.g S .E.Diff. C .R. 
35 Ind. .08 1. 96 
.01 2.54 .004 
35 Team .09 1.62 
The difference between the gains of .01 produces a critical ratio 
of .004, which is statistically insignificant and denotes a slight 
change between the test given in January and the test given in March. 
The team group made the larger gain. 
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Table 7. A Comparison of the Speed Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--March--Team Versus Individual Groups 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff.m S.E.Diff. C.R. 
35 Ind. 19.11 9.36 1.61 
.20 2.28 .088 
34 Team 19.31 9.33 1.63 
The difference between the means of .20 yields a critical ratio 
of .088, which is not statistically significant and indicates little 
difference between those children who used the cards alone and those 
who worked together. 
Table 8. A Comparison of the Speed Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No. Type .. Mean S.D. S .E ·Diff. C .R. 
35 Jan. 17.85 8.31 1.43 
1.26 2.15 .586 
35 Mar. 19.11 9.36 1.61 
The difference between the means of 1.26 produces a critical ratio 
of .586, which is not statistically significant and denotes little 
difference between the test given in January and the test given in 
March. 
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Table 9. A Comparison of the Speed Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test,-January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S .E 'Diff. C.R. 
34 Jan. 18.78 8.67 1.51 
.53 2.22 .239 
34 Mar. 19.31 9.33 1.63 
The critical ratio of .239 is statistically insignificant because 
the difference between the means of .53 is too small, and signifies a 
slight difference between the test given in January and the test given 
in March. 
Table 10. A Comparison of Mean Gains--Team Versus J;ndividual Groups--
Gates Reading Survey--Speed Test 
No. Type Gain S.E.g Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
35 Ind. 1.26 2.15 
.73 3.09 .204 
34 Team .53 2.22 
The difference between the gains of .73 on the Gates Speed of 
Reading Test score produces a critical ratio of .204, which is not 
statistically significant and signifies little difference between the 
test given in January and the test given in March. The individual 
group made the greater gain. 
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Table 11. A Comparison of the Vocabulary Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading. Survey Test--March--Team Versus Individual Groups 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m S.E.Diff. C.R. 
35 Ind. 20.82 8.04 1.38 
1.86 1.83 1.016 
34 ·Team 22.68 6.87 1.20 
The critical ratio 6f 1.016 is not statistically significant 
because the difference between the means of 1.86 is minute, and in-
dicates little difference between those children who used the cards 
alone and those who worked together. 
Table 12. A Comparison of the Vocabulary Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Survey Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S .E ·m S .E ·Diff. 
35 Jan. 19.38 8.61 1.48 
1.44 2.02 
35 Mar. 20.82 8.04 1.38 
The variance between the means of 1.44 allows for a critical 
C.R. 
. 713 
ratio of .713, which is not statistically significant and denotes a 




Table 13. A Comparison of the Vocabulary Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Survey Test--January and March--Team Study 
No~ Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.Diff. 
34 .Jan~ 21 6.57 1.14 
1.68 1. 93 
34 Mar. 22.68 6.87 1.20 
C.R. 
.870 
There is little difference between the test given in January and 
the test given in March. The difference between the means of 1.68 
produces a critical ratio of .870, which is not statistically signifi-
cant. 
Table 14. A Comparison of Mean Gains--Team Versus Individual Groups--
Gates Reading Survey--Vocabulary Test 
No. Type Gain S.E.Gain Diff. .s.E.Diff. C.R. 
35 Ind. 1.44 2.02 . -::: ~~-
.24 2.81 .085 
34 Team 1.68 1. 93 
The variance between the gains of .24 allows for a critical ratio 
of .085, which is not statistically significant and denotes a small 
.difference between. the test given in Jan,uary and the test given in 
March. The team learners made a slightly greater gain. 
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Table 15. A Comparison of the Comprehension Mean Scores on the Gates 
'Reading Survey Test--March--TeamVersus Individual Groups 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S .E •Diff. C .R. 
35 Ind. 15.75 8.04 1.38 
.17 1. 76 .097 
34 Team 15.92 6.31 1.10 
When the difference between the means was determined and the 
critical ratio of .097 was calculated, the results showed that those 
children who worked individually did not make a more significant in-
crease in reading comprehension than those who worked in teams. 
Table 16. A Comparison of the Comprehension Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Survey Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No, Type Mean s. E) Piff. S,E.piff. C,R, 
35 Jan. 16.71 8.58 1.47 
.96 2.02 .475 
35 Mar. 15.75 8.04 1.38 
The variance between the means of .96 produces a critical ratio 
of .475, which is not statistically significant. There is little 
difference between the test administered in January and the test ad-
ministered in March, 
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Table 17. A Comparison of the Comprehension Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Survey Test--January and March.,--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff, C.R. 
34 Jan. 17.85 6.41 1.12 
1.93 1.57 1.229 
34 Mar. 15;92 6.31 1.10 
There is a slight change in the test given in January and the 
test given in March. The difference between the means of 1.93 yields 
a critical ratio of 1.229~ which is statistically insignificant. 
Table 18. A Comparison of Mean Gains--Team Versus Individual Groups--
Gates Reading Survey--Comprehension Test 
No. Type Gain S.E.Gain Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
35 Ind. .96 2.02 
.97 2.57 .377 
34 Team 1.93 1.57 
There is a small change in the test given in January and the test 
given in March. The difference between the gains of .97 yields a 
critical ratio of .377, which is not statistically significant. In 
this instance the teams made the larger gain. 
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Table 19. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Phonetic Word Elements Test--March-~Teams Versus Individual 
Groups 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff.m S .E.Diff. C.R. 
35 Ind. 33.60 8.88 1.52 
.74 1.96 .378 
34 Team 34.44 7.11 1.24 
When the variance between the means of .74 was determined and the 
critical ratio of .378 was calculated, the outcome showed that those 
students who worked in teams did not make a more significant increase 
in initial and final phonetic word elements than those who worked 
alone. 
Table 20. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Phonetic Word Elements Test--January and March--Individual 
Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff.m S.E.Diff. C.R. 
35 Jan. 30.87 9.66 1.66 
2.73 2.25 1.213 
35 Mar. 33.60 8.88 1.52 
The difference between the means of 2.73 produces a critical ratio 
of 1.213, which is not statistically significant and shows only little 
gain in phonetic ability from January to March. 
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Table 21. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Phonetic .word Elements Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff.m S .E.Diff. C.R. 
34 Jan. 31.32 5.49 .96 
3.12 1.64 1.902 
34 Mar. 34.44 7.11 1.24 
Those who worked together in teams made a slight increase in 
phonetics from January to March. However, the 3.12 difference of the 
means and the critical ratio of 1.902 suggest that the increase was 
not statistically significant. 
Table 22. A Comparison of Mean Gains--Team Versus Individual Groups--
Initial and Final Phonetic Word Elements Test 
No. Type Gain S.E.Gain Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
35 Ind. 2.73 2.25 
.39 2,78 .140 
34 Team 1.64 
A critical ratio of .140 reveals that since the difference of the 
gains was only .39, the auditory gain was not statistically significant. 
The team group made a slightly greater gain. 
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Table 23. A Compari~on of the Mean Scores on the Visual Memory of Word 
Patterns Test--March--Team Versus Individual Groups 
No. Type .Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff.m S .E ··Diff. C .R •. 
35 Ind. 37 .. 35 7.83 1.34 
.48 1.88 .255 ' 
34 Team 36.87 8.04 1.40 
The critical ratio of .255 is not statistically significant be-
cause the variance between the means of .48 is minute, and shows little 
difference between those pupils who worked individually and those who 
worked in teams. 
Table 24. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Visual Memory of Word 
Patterns Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S .. E ·Diff. C.R. 
35 Jan. 35.67 7.26 1.25 
1.68 1.83 .918 
35 Mar. 37.35 7. 83 1.34 
The critical ratio of .918 is not statistically significant be-
cause the variance between the means of 1.68 is toe mmnute, and sig- · 
nifies a slight difference between the test given in January and the 
test given in March. 
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Table 25 .. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Visual Memory of Word 
Patterns Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff.m S.E.Diff. C.R. 
34 Jan. 36.63 7. 71 1.34 
.34 1. 94 .175 
34 Mar. 36.87 8.04 1.40 
The critical ratio of .175 is not statistically significant be-
cause the difference between themeans of .34 is minute and indicates 
no marked increase in performance from January to March for those 
children working together in teams. 
Table 26. A Comparison of Mean Gains--Team Versus Individual Groups--
Visual Memory of Word Patterns Test 
No. Type Gain S.E.Gain Diff. S .. E ·Diff .. c .. R. 
35 Ind. 1.68 1.83 
1.34 2.67 .502 
34 Team .34 1.94 
There was not a significant gain made in visual memory of _word. 
patterns as indicated by a gain of 1.34, which yielded a critical ratio 
of .502. It should be noted that the individuals made a greater gain. 
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Table 27. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Recognition of 
Homophones Test--March--Team Versus Individual Groups 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff.m S.E.Diff. 
35 Ind. 66.00 56.25 9.65 
1.20 13.35 
34 Team 64.80 52.95 9.22 
C .R. 
.090 
When the difference between the means of 1.20 was determined and 
the critical ratio of .090 was ca.lculated, the results showed that 
those children who worked individually did not make a more significant 
increase in recognition of homophones than those who worked in teams. 
Table 28. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Recognition of 
Homophones Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff,m S .E •Diff. C.R. 
35 Jan. 5.6.10 56.70 9.73 
9.90 13.70 .723 
35 Mar. 66.00 56.25 9.65 
The critical ratio of .723 is not statistically significant since 
the difference of the means. is 9.90 and denotes little improvement for 
those children who worked individually_ during a two-month period. 
F 11: ~ 'Bm!~orr. UnYvers~" 
School of Education 
Lib:-:try 
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Table 29. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Recognition of 
Homophone Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S .E.m .Diff.m S .E ·Diff. 
34 Jan. 45.00 52.95 9.22 
19.80 13.04 
34 Mar. 64.80 52.95 9.22 
G.R. 
1.518 
The variance between the means of 19.80 yields a critical ratio 
of 1.518, which statisti~ally proves there was no outstanding gain 
made by children doing the word study in teams from January to March. 
Table 30. A Comparison of Mean Gains--Team Versus Individual Groups--
Recognition of Homophones Test 
No. Type Gain S.E.Gain Diff. S.E:siff. C .R. 
35 Ind. 9.90 13.70 
9.90 18.91 .523 
34 Team 19.80 13.04 
The difference between the gains of 9. 90 produces a critical ratio 
of .523 which, while not statistically significant, is in favor of the 
team group. 
Tables 31 through 60, which follow, show the data for grade five. 
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The chronological ages of the two groups are very close. 



















An examination of the above table indicates the two groups are 
very similar in I.Q. 's. 
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Table 33. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--March--Team Versus Individual Groups 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
29 Ind. 22.98 6.47 1.22 
.93 1.68 .58 
31 Team 22.05 6.35 1.16 
The difference between the means of .93 yields a critical ratio 
of .58, which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
appreciable difference between the average reading score levels of 
those children who used the cards alone and those who used the cards 
in teams. 
Table 34. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test from January to March--Individual Study 
The difference between the means of 1.29 yields a critical ratio 
of .60, which is not statistically significant and indicates little 
difference in the average reading scores of those children who used 




Table 35. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test from January to March-~Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. 
31 Jan. 21.78 6.05 1.10 
.27 1.60 
31 Mar. 22.05 6.35 1.16 
C.R. 
.17 
The difference between the means of .27 yields a critical ratio 
of . H, which is not statistically significant and indicates little 
difference in the average reading scores of those children who used 
the cards as teams from January to March. 
Table 36. A Comparison of the Mean Gains--Individual Versus Team--
Gates Average Reading Scores 
No. Type Gain S.E.Gain Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
Ind. 1.29 2.14 
1.02 2.67 .38 
Team .27 1.60 
The difference between the mean gains of 1.02 yields a critical 
ratio of .38, which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
appreciable difference between the average reading scores of those 
children who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in 
teams. The individual gain was greater than the team gain. 
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Table 37. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Speed Section of the 
Gates Reading Sur-vey Test..:-March--Team Versus Individual 
Group 
No. Type Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
29 Ind. 20.38 6.60 1.25 
.82 1.65 .50 
31 Team 19.56 5.94 1.08 
The difference between the means of .82 yields a critical ratio 
of .50, which is :not statistically significant.and indicates no statis-
tical difference in the reading speed scores of those children who 
used the cards alone and those who used the cards in teams. 
Table 38. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Speed Section of the 
Gates Reading Survey Test from January to March--Individual 
Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
31 Jan. 16.95 7.41 1.35 
3.43 1.84 1.86 
29 Mar. 20.38 6.60 1.25 
The difference between the means of 3.43 yields a critical ratio 
of 1.86, which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
statistical difference in the reading speed scores of those children 
who used the cards individually from January to March. 
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Table 39. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Speed Section of the 
Gates Reading Survey Test from January to March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S .E ·Diff. C.R. 
31 Jan. 17.13 6.44 1.18 
2.43 1.60 1.52 
31 Mar. 19.56 5.94 1.08 
The difference between the means of 2.43 yields a critical ratio 
of 1.52, which is not significant and indicates no statistical differ-
ence from January to March in the reading speed scores of those chil-
dren who used the cards as teams . 
Table 40. A Comparison of the Mean Gains--Individual Versus Team--
Gates Speed of Reading Test Scores 
Type Gain S.E.Gain Diff. S.E.Diff. 
Ind. 3.43 1.84 
1.00 2.44 
Team 2.43 1.60 
C.R. 
.41 
The difference between the mean gains of 1.00 yields a critical 
ratio of .41, which is not statistically significant and indicates 
little difference between the reading speed scores of those children 
who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in teams. The 
individual group made the greater gain: 
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Table 41. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Vocabulary Section 
of the Gates Reading.Survey Test--March--Team Versus 
Individual Group · 
No. Type Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff. C.R. 
29 Ind. 26.91 8.01 1.51 
.09 2.15 .04 
31 Team 26.82 8.38 1.53 
The difference between the means of .09 yields a critical ratio 
of .04, which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
appreciable difference in the reading vocabulary scores of those chil-
dren who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in teams. 
Table 42. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Vocabulary Section of 
the Gates Reading Survey Test from January to March--
Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff; S.E.Diff. C.R. 
31 Jan. 25.65 9.63 1.76 
1.26 2.32 .54 
29 Mar. 26.91 8.01 1.51 
The difference between the means oj: 1.26 yields a critical ratio 
of .54, which is not statistically significant and indicates little 
difference in the reading vocabulary scores of those children who used 
the cards individually from January to March. 
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Table 43, A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Vocabulary Section of 
the Gates Reading Survey Test from January to March--
Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S .EDiff. C.R. 
31 Jan. 24.69 8.05 '1.47 
2.13 2.12 1.00 
31 Mar. 26.82 8.38 1.53 
The difference between the means of 2.13 yields a critical ratio 
of 1. 00 ~ which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
statistical difference in the reading vocabulary scores of those chil-
dren who used the cards as teams from January to March. 
Table 44. A Comparison of the Mean Gains~-Individual Versus Team--
Gates Reading Vocabulary Scores 
No. Type Gain S.E.Gain Diff. S.E.Diff. 
Ind. 1.26 2.32 
.87 3.14 
Team 2.13 2.12 
C .R. 
.28 
The difference between the mean gains of .87 yields a critical 
ratio of .28~ which indicates no significant statistical difference 
between reading vocabulary test score levels of those children working 
individually and in teams. Here the teams made the larger gain in 
vocabulary scores. 
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Table 45. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Comprehension Section 
of the Gates Reading Survey Test--Team Versus Individual 
Group 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S .E ·Diff. 
29 Ind. 20.28 8.19 1.55 
.24 2.05 .12 
31 Team 20 .. 04 7 .. 32 1.34 
The difference between the means of .24 yields a critical ratio 
of .12, which is not statistically significant and indicates little 
difference in the reading comprehension scores 0 f.those children who 
used the cards alone and those who used the cards in teams. 
Table 46. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Comprehension Section 
of the Gates Reading Survey Test from January to March--
Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S .E ·Diff. C.R. 
31 Jan. 21.57 7.16 1.31 
-1.29 -2.03 -.64 
29 Mar. 20.28 8.19 1.55 
The difference between the means of 1.29 yields a critical ratio 
of -. 64, which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
appreciable difference in the reading comprehension scores of those 
children who used the cards individually from January to March. 
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Table 47. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Comprehension Section 
of the Gates Reading. Survey Test from January to :March--
Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. G .R. 
31 Jan. 1.21 
-2.61 -1.81 1.44 
31 Mar. 20.04 7.32 1.34 
The difference between the means of 2.61 yields a critical 
ratio of 1.44, which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
appreciable difference from January to March in reading comprehension 
test scores of those children who used the cards in teams. 
Table 48. A Comparison of the Mean Gains --Individual Versus Team~­
Gates Reading Comprehension Test Scores 
Type . Gain S.E.Gain Diff . S.E.Diff. G.R. 
Ind. -1.29 -2.03 
-1.32 2. 72 -.49 
Team -2.61 -1.81 
The difference between -the mean gains of -:t-.32 yields a critical 
ratio of -.49, which indicates no significant statistical difference 
between reading comprehension test scores of children working indi-
vidually and in teams. The loss made by the individual group was less 
than the loss made by the team group. 
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Table 49. A Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Test of Initial and 
Final Phonetic Word Elements--March--Team Versus Individual 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
29 Ind. 38.48 5.66 1.07 
3.17 1.86 1. 70 
30 Team 35.31 8.22 1.53 
The critical ratio of 1.70 obtained from the difference between 
the means is not significant and indicates no statistical difference 
between the phonetic test score levels of those children who used the 
cards alone and those who used the cards in teams. 
Table 50. A Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Test of Initial and 
Final Phonetic Word Elements for January and March--
Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
31 Jan. 37.52 6.50 1.19 
.96 1.60 .60 
29 Mar. 38.48 5.66 1.07 
The difference between the means of .96 yields a critical ratio 
of .60, which is not statistically significant and indicates little 
difference between January and March phonetic test scores of individual 
using the cards. 
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Table 51. A Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Test of Initial and 
Final Phonetic Word Elements for January and March-~ 
Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. 8 .E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
31 Jan. 35.70 9.15 1.67 
.39 2.26 .17 
30 Mar. 35.31 8.22 1.53 
The critical ratio of .17 obtained from the difference between 
the means of .39 is not statistically significant and indicates that 
children working in teams made no statistical gain in perception of 
initial and final phonetic word elements from January to March. 
Table 52. A Comparison of the Mean Gains for Individual Versus Team 
Study in the Test of Initial and Final Phonetic Word 
Elements 
No. Type Gain S .E ·Gain Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
30 Ind. .96 1.60 
.57 2. 71 .21 
30 Team .39 
The difference between the mean gains of .57 yields a critical 
ratio of .21, which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
appreci~ble difference between the phonetic test score levels of those 
children who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in 
teams. The gain made by the individuals was slightly greater than 
that of the teams. 
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Table 53. A Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Test for Visual 
Perception-~March--Team.Versus Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. 
29 Ind. 44.55 4.93 .93 
.24 1.69 
30 Team 44.31 7.66 1.42 
C.R. 
The critical ratio of .14 obtained from the difference between 
the means is not statistically significant and indicates little dif-
ference between the visual memory test score levels of those children 
who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in teams. 
Table 54. A Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Test for Visual 
Perception for January and March--Individual Study 
Ncb. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. 
31 Jan. 40.40 6.92 1.26 
4.51 1.57 
29 Mar. 44.55 4.93 .93 
C.R. 
2.87 
The difference between the means of 4.51 yields a statistically 
significant critical ratio of 2.87 and indicates a gain in the area of 
visual memory of word pattern on the part of individuals using the 
cards in the study. 
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Table 55. A Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Test for Visual 
Perception for January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. 
31 Jan. 39.78 8.79 1.60 
4.73 2.14 
30 Mar. 44 .. 31 7.66 1.42 
C.R. 
2.21 
The critical ratio of 2.21 obtained from the difference between 
the means of 2.14 is not statistically significant and indicates little 
appreciable difference from January to March in the visual memory test 
score levels of those children who used the cards in teams. 
Table 56. A Comparison of the Mean Gains for Individual Versus Team 
Study in the Test for Visual Perception 
No. Type Gain S.E.Gain Diff. s .E ·niff. C.R. 
30 Ind. 4.51 1.57 
.22 2.65 .08 
30 Team 4.73 2.14 
The difference between the mean gains of .22 yields a critical 
ratio of .08, which is not statistically significant and indicates 
little difference between the visual memory test score levels of those 
children who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in 
teams. Even though the difference of the gains was statistically 
insignificant, it favored the team group. 
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Table 57. A Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Test for the 
Recognition of Homophones--March--Individual Versus Team 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E .~ Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
29 Ind. 94.95 39.89 7,54 
1.50 12.37 .12 
30 Team 93.45 52.92 9.81 
The cr:i,tical ratio of .12 obtained from the difference between 
the means is not statistically significant and indicates no appreciable 
difference between the homophone test score levels of those children 
who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in t~ams. 
Table 58. A Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Test for the 
Recognition of Homophones for January and March--
Individual Study 
No .. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. 
31 Jan. 76.69 50.94 9.30 
18.26 11.94 
29 Mar. 94.95 39.89 7.50 
C.R. 
1.53 
The difference between the means of l8.26'yields a critical ratio 
of 1.53, which is not statistically significant and indicates-little 
gain from January to March in the homophone area by individuals using 
the cards. 
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Table 59. A Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Test for the 
Recognition of Homophones for January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D,. S.E_.m Diff_. S_.E ·DifL C_.R. 
31 Jan. 89.18 4'9 .36 
4.27 13.33 .32 
30 Mar. 93 .. 45 52.92 9.82 
The critical ratio of .32 obtained from the difference between 
the means, 4.27, is statistically insignificant and indicates little 
gain in the homophone area made by teams using the cards from January 
to March. 
Table 60. A Comparison of the Mean Gains for Individual Versus Team 
Study in the Test for Recognition of Homophones 
No. Type Mean Gain S.E.Gain Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
30 Ind. 18.26 11.94 
13.99 17.89 .78 
30 Team 4.27 13.33 
The difference between the mean gains of 13.99 yields a critical 
ratio of .78, which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
appreciable difference between the homophone test score levels of 
those children who used the cards alone and those who used the cards 
in teams. The better gains were made by the individual group. 
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The data for grade six are analyzed in Tables 61 through 90, 
which follow. 










Table 62. A Comparison of Mean I.Q. Scores 
No. Type Range Mean S.D. S.E.m 
27 Ind. 83-127 104.28 11.34 2.24 














Table 63. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--March--Team Versus Individual Group 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S .E ·Diff. C.R. 
26 Ind. 25.04 4.99 1.00 
.94 1.29 .73 
40 Team 25.98 5.13 .82 
The difference between the means of .94-yields a critical ratio 
of .73, which is not statistically significant and indicates little 
difference between those who used cards alone and those who used cards 
in teams. 
Table 64. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No. TyJ?e Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
27 Jan. 23.44 5.12 1.01 
1.60 1.40 1.14 
26 Mar. 25.04 4.99 .98 
No significant statistical difference ia indicated between 
January and March for those who used the cards alone and those who 
used the cards in teams.· The 1. 60 difference between the means 
yielded a critical ratio of 1.14. 
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Table 65. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores in the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. 
40 Jan. 24.38 5.68 .91 
1.60 1.22 
40 Mar. 25.98 5.13 .82 
C.R. 
1.31 
The critical ratio of 1.31 based on the difference between the 
means of 1.60 is not statistically significant. After a testing in-
terval of two months, those who used the cards in teams made no sig-
nificant gain. 
Table 66. A Comparison of the Mean Gains for Individual Versus Team 
Study in the Gates Reading Survey Test 
No. Type Mean Gain Diff. S .E ·Diff. C.R. 
26 Ind. 1.60 1.40 
0.00 1.87 0.00 
40 Team 1.60 1.22 
A negligible difference between the mean gains yields a critical 
ratio of 0.00, which is not statistically significant and indicates 
no difference between the average reading-scores of those children who 
worked alone and those who worked in teams. 
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Table 67. A Comparison of Speed Mean Scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Tes~--March--Team Versus Individual Groups 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. 
26 Ind. 16.35 3:96 .79 
.43 1.4 08 
40 Team 15.93 4.62 .74 
C.R. 
.39 
The c-x:itical ratio of .39 based on a difference between_ the means 
of .43 is not statistically significant and indicates little difference 
between those who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in 
teams. 
Table 68: A Comparison of Speed Mean ~cores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. 
27 I Jan. 13.89 3.85 .. 75 
2.46 1.08 
26 Mar. 16.35 3.96 .79 
C.R. 
2.27 
The difference between the means of 2.46 yields a critical ratio 
of 2.27, which is not statistically significant at the 1 per cent 
level, but does indicate good gains in reading from January to March. 
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Table 69. A Comparison of Speed Mean Scores in the Gates Reading 
Survey Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type ·Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff, S,E•Diff. 
40 Jan, 14.20 4.61 .74 
1. 73 1.04 
40 Mar. 15.93 4.62 .74 
C.R. 
1.66 
No significant statistical difference is indicated for those who 
used the cards in teams according to tests given in January and March. 
The 1. 73 difference between the means yielded a critical ratio of 1.66, 
which is not statistically significant but does indicate some gain in 
test scores on reading from January to March. 
Table 70. A Comparison of the Mean Gains for Individual Versus Teams 
in the Gates Reading Survey Test--Speed Test 
No. Type Mean Gain S.E.G Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
26 Ind. 2.46 1.08 
.73 1.49 .49 
40 Team 1. 73 1.04 
The difference between the mean gains of .73 yields a critical 
ratio of .49, which is not statistically significant and indicates no 
appreciable difference between the speed test scores for the Gates 
Reading Survey Test for those children who used the cards alone and 
those who used the cards in teams. The individual gain was greater 
than the team gain. 
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Table 71. A Comparison of the Vocabulary Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Survey Test--March--Team Versus Individual Groups 
No. Type .Mean S.D. 
26 Ind! 34.39 6.32 








When the difference between the means of .21 was determined and 
the critical ratio of .114 was calculated, the results showed that the 
increase in vocabulary by those children who worked individually was 
not a more significant increase than that made by the children who 
worked in teams . 
Table 72. A Comparison of the Vocabulary Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Surv~y Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S .E ·m Diff. S.E,Diff. C,R, 
26 Jan, 31.56 8.53 1. 71 
2.83 2,12 1.335 
26 Mar. 34.39 6.32 1.26 
The slight change between scores of the vqcabulary test given to 
individuals in January and the test given to individuals in March is 
not statistically important. The difference between the means of 2.83 
yields a critical ratio nf only 1.335. 
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Table 73, A Comparison of the Vocabulary Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Survey Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E,m Diff, S,E.Diff, 
40 Jan. 31.52 7.37 1,18 
2.66 1.81 
40 Mar. 34.18 8.46 1,36 
C,R, 
1.470 
When the means were contrasted, the difference of 2.66 yielded a 
critical ratio of 1.470, which is not statistically outstanding and 
shows slight difference between the January and March vocabulary test 
scores for the Team Study. 
Table 74. A Colllparison of the Gains for Individual Versus Team Study 
--Gates Reading Survey Test, Vocabulary 
No. Type Gain S.E.G Diff ·G S.E.Diff. C.R. 
26 Ind. 2.83 2.12 
.17 3.57 .048 
40 Team 2.66 1.81 
The difference of the gain, .17, yielded a critical ratio of 
.048, which is_statistically insignificant. This indicates that the 
gain made by the individuals is very negligible, but it is greater 
than the gain by the _team. 
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Table 75. A Comparison of the Comprehension Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Survey Test--March--Team Versus Individual Groups 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
26 Ind. 24.96 7.35 1.47 
.29 1. 74 .167 
40 Team 25.25 5.85 .94 
The critical ratio of .167 is not statistically important because 
the variance between the means of .29 is minute, and shows little dif-
ference between the reading comprehension scores of those pupils who 
worked individually and those who worked in teams. 
Table 76. A Comparison of the Comprehension Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Survey Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. C.R. 
26 Jan. 24.82 7.56 1.51 
.14 2.11 .066 
26 Mar. 24.96 7.35 1.47 
The variance between the means of_ .14 produces a critical ratio 
I 
of .066, which is not statistically significant. There is little dif-
ference between the scores of the comprehension test administered in 
January to the individuals and the test in comprehension administered 
in March to the individuals. 
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-Table 77. A Comparison of the Comprehension Mean Scores on the Gates 
Reading Survey Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R; 
40 Jan: 22.18 7.23 1.17 
.07 1.51 .046 
40 Mar. 27.25 5.85 .94 
The critical ratio of .046 is not statistically outstanding since 
the difference of the means is .07 and denotes little improvement in 
reading c~mprehension for those children who worked in pairs during a 
two-month period. 
Table 78. A Comparison of the Gains for Individual Versus Team Study--
Gates Reading Survey Test 
No. Type Gain • S.E.G Diff. S .E.Diff. C.R. 
26 Ind. .14 2.11 
.07 2.54 .028 
40 Team .07 1.51 
The difference between the mean gain scores of .07 yielded a 
critical ratio of .028, which is statistically insignificant. This 
indicates that the gain made by the individuals as compared to the 
gain made by the teams is negligible.· 
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Final Phonetic Word Elements Test--March--Team Versus 
Individual Group 
Type Mean S~D. S.E.m DifL 
Ind. 36.15 7.15 1.43 
.70 1. 79 
Team 35.45 6·. 76 1.08 
.39 
The difference between the mean of .70 yields a critical ratio of 
.39> which is not statistically significant and indicates little dif-
ference between the auditory perception.test sco~e levels of those 
children who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in 
teams. 
Table 80. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Phonetic Word Elements Test--January and March-:-Individual 
Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E ·m Diff. S .E.Diff. C.R. 
27 Ian. 33.22 2.56 .51 
2.93 1.59 1.84 
27 Mar. 36.15 7.56 1.51 
The difference between the mean of 2.93 renders a critical ratio 
of 1.84> which is statistically insignificant and indicates little 
difference between January and March auditory perception test scores 
of children who used the cards alone. 
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Table 81. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Initial and Final 
Phonetic Word Elements Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S .E ·Diff. C.R. 
40 Jan. 35.53 2.36 .38 
-.08 -1.14 -.07 
40 Mar. 35,45 6.76 1.08 
A difference of -.08 between the means yields a critical ratio of 
-.07, which is insufficient to render any auditory perception gain 
within the group after having used the cards as pairs. 
Table 82. A Comparison of the Gains for Individual Versus Team Study--
Initial and Final Phonetic Word Elements Test 
No. Type Mean Gain S.E.G Diff. S.E.piff. C.R. 
27 Ind. 2.93 1.59 
3.01 1.95 1.54 
40 Team -.08 -1.14 
The difference between the mean of 3.01 yields a critical ratio 
of 1.54, which is not statistically significant and indicates little 
difference between the auditory perception test score levels of those 
children using the cards alone and those using the cards in teams. 
However, the individuals made a greater gain. 
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Table 83. A Comparison of the Average Mean s·cores on the Visual Per-
ception Test--March--Team Versus Individual Group 
No. Type Mean S.D. S .. E.m Diff .. S,.E·Diff. C.R. 
27 Ind. 46.08 4.16 .82 
1.33 1.46 .92 
40 Team 44.75 7.55 1.21 
The difference between the means being 1.33, the critical ratio 
is .92. This amount is statistically insufficient and indicates little 
visual perception score variance between the individuals and teams. 
Table 84. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Visual Perception 
Test--January and March--Individual Study_ 
No. Type Mean S.D. ~·~·m Diff. S_.E_·Diff. C.R. 
27 Jan. 40.85 6.61 1.30 
5.23 1.53 3.42 
27 Mar. 46.08 4.16 .82 
The difference between the means of 5.23 renders a critical ratio 
of 3.42, which is statistically sufficient and indicates a visual per-
ception score gain in March on ·the part -of those children using the 
cards alone. 
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Table 85. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Visual Perception 
Test--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S .E.Diff. G.R. 
40 Jan. 43.23 6. 72 1:08 
1.52 1.62 .94 
40 Mar. 44.75 7.55 1.21 
With a difference of 1.52 between the means, the critical ratio 
is ,94. This is insufficient, statistically, to indicate any visual 
perception score difference within the group using the cards as teams. 
Table 86. A Comparison of the Gains for Individual Versus Team Study--
Visual Perception Test 
No. Type Mean Gain Diff. S .E.Diff. G.R. 
27 Ind. 5.23 1.53 
3. 71 2.23 1.66 
40 Team 1.52 1.62 
The difference between the mean gain of 3.71 renders a critical 
ratio of 1.66, which is statistically insignificant and does not indi-
cate any statistical difference between the visual perception test 
scores of those children who used the cards alone and those who used 
the cards in teams. The individual gain was more outstanding than 
the team gain. 
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Table 87. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Comerford Homo-
phone Test--March--Team Versus Individual Group 
No. Type Mean S.D. Diff. S .E ·Diff. C,R. 
27 Ind. 104.69 51.29 10.24 
1~28 13.20 .10 
40 Team 105.97 51.96 8.33 
The difference between-the means of 1.28 gives a.critical ratio 
of ; 10, which is inadequate to rend.er any appreciable difference be-
tween the homophone test scores of those children who used the cards 
individually and those who worked in pairs. 
Table 88. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Comerford Homo-
phone Test--January and March--Individual Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
27 Jan. 89.85 44.09 8.80 
14.84 13.50 1.10 
27 ~ar. 104.69 51.29 10.24 
A difference of 14.84 between the means yields a critical ratio 
of 1.10, which is statistically inadequate and renders little gain in 
homophone test scores of individuals. 
' 
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Table 89. A Comparison of Average Mean Scores on the Comerford Homo-
phone Test'--January and March--Team Study 
No. Type Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C,R. 
40 Jan. 75.03 50.91 8.16 
30 .. 94 11.65 2.66 
40 Mar. 105. 97 51.96 8.31 
The differenee between the means of 30.94 yields a critical 
ratio of 2.66, which is statistically significant and indicates that 
those children who used the cards in teams improved in homophone 
recognition. 
Table 90. A Comparison of the Gains for Individual Versus Team Study--
Comerford Homophone Test 
No. Type Mean Gain S~E.G Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
27 Ind. 14.84 13.50 
16.10 33.71 .48 
40 Team 30.94 11.65 
The difference between the means of 16.10 yields a critical ratio 
of .48, which is statistically insignificant and indicates no appreci-
able difference between the homophone test score levels of those chil-
dren who used the cards alone and those who used the cards in teams. 
However, the teams made the better gain. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to determine whether children 
appeared to learn better in a paired or individual study situation. 
The material with which the children worked was a set of word classifi-
i 
cation cards. Different/ sets of material were used for each grade 
level studied. 
Success was determined in view of the effect of the classification 
material on the following factors: 
1. Gates Reading Survey Test 
a. Average Score 
b. Speed of Reading 
c . Vocabulary 
d. Comprehension 
2. Phonetic Elements Test 
3. Visual Perception Test 
4. Homophone Recognition Test 
The data were analyzed by grade levels to determine the progress 
of both individual and team groups on each of the above factors, as 
well as to discover whether there was any appreciable difference be-
tween the two groups. 
The following conclusions may be rlrawn from the data: 
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Grade IV 
1. On the average scores for the Gates Reading Survey Test there 
was very little gain from January to March for either the in-
dividual or team study groups. Since the gains were so very 
small and so much alike, the critical ratio was not statisti-
cally significant. 
2. The amount of gain in speed of reading for the individual group 
and team study group was not statistically significant. The 
difference in gain between the two groups was not statistically 
significant. 
3. An analysis of the vocabulary scores on the Gates Reading 
Survey Test from January to March shows so slight an increase 
in score for either the team or individual study groups that 
the critical ratios were not significant. Again, the differ-
ence in gain between the two groups was negligible and insig-
nificant. 
4. There were no statistically significant critical ratios in 
relation to the comprehension section of the Gates Reading 
Survey Test. 
5. The differences in initial and final phonetic elements test 
scores did not yield critical ratios which were statistically 
significant. The critical ratio between gains was .140, which 
~is low and indicates great similarity between the two groups 
at the end of the study. 
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6. The low critical ratios on all phases of the data in connection 
with visual memory of word patterns indicate practically no 
difference between the two groups. 
7. There were no significant differences between the groups in 
terms of recognition of homophones. 
Careful inspection of all the tables connected with grade four as 
listed in the previous chapter shows that although there are no statis-
tically significant differences between the_two groups, team versus 
individuals, in most instances the children who studied individually 
made greater gains_from January to March than those who studied in 
pairs. 
Grade V 
1. A study of all tables in connection with the average scores on 
the Gates Reading Survey Test indicates the critical ratio to 
be low and not significant. 
2. On the speed of reading on the Gates Reading Survey Test both 
the individuals and the team groups made differences which 
were close to the 5 per cent level of significance. There was 
no significant statistical difference in the critical ratio 
between the mean gains for the two groups. 
3. The critical ratio of .28 between the mean gains between the. 
individual and team groups of the vocabulary section of the 
Gates Reading Survey Test is not statistically significant. 
4. Both the individual study groups and the team study groups lost 
score from January to March, although the amount was not sig-
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nificant and the difference between the amounts of loss was 
not statistically significant. 
5. There were no significant differences in amount of gain from 
January to March for either group nor was there any significant 
difference in gain between the two groups on the phonetic test. 
6. In visual perception both the individual and team groups made 
good gains from January to March although the individual group 
only had a critical ratio which was statistically significant. 
The difference in gainsbetween the two groups yielded a 
critical ratio of .08, which was not statistically significant. 
7. In a comparison of the groups on the basis of the homophone 
test, a fairly large raw score was indicated between means for 
both groups. In spite of this the critical ratio was not sig-
nificant for either group nor was the difference between gains 
for the two groups. 
Grade VI 
1. In terms of growth from January to March on average scores on 
the Gates Reading Survey Test there was no statistical signifi-
cance. The critical ratio of .73 between the gains for the 
two groups was not statistically significant. 
2. The speed of reading section of the Gates Reading Survey Test 
showed no significant gain in either group from January to 
March. The critical ratio of .39 between gains was not statis-
tically significant. 
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3. On the vocabulary section of the Gates Reading Survey Test the 
critical ratio between means for January and March were not 
statistically significant, nor was the critical ratio between 
the amount of gain. 
4. A comparison of comprehension scores on the Gates Reading Surv~y 
Test shows no statistical significance for the amount of growth 
from January ... to March for either group.. The critical ratio of 
.028 between gains is not statistically significant. 
5. In examining the data for the test of phonetic elements, the 
group which worked individually showed a difference in raw 
score of 2.93, which yielded a critical ratio of 1.84, which is 
not statistically s ign_ificant. The team study group, however, 
lost .08 in raw score. The difference between gains for the 
two groups yields a critical ratio of 1.54 in favor of the 
individual study. 
6. The critical ratio of 3.42 from January to March for the indi-
vidual study group on the factor of visual perception is 
statistically significant. The critical ratio of .94 for the 
team study group is ~ot statistically signific~nt. When an 
analysis is made in difference of gains between the two groups 
the critical ratio of 1.66 is not statistically significant, 
but is in favor of the individual study. 
7. On the analysis of differences between the individual group on 
the homophone test for January and March the critical ratio of 
1~10 is not statistically significant. An examination of the 
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team study group on the same factor shows a critical ratio of 
2.66, which is statistically significant. The difference in 
gains between the two groups is not statistically significant. 
Summary 
An analysis o.f the data for the three grades in this study shows 
that there was no statistical significance between the differences for 
the team and individual study groupE on any of the test factors 
analyzed. 
It is interesting to note that although there is no significant 
difference between the two groups, there seems to be a tendency in 
Grades five and six for the individual group to have slightly better 
scores than the team learning group. In the fourth grade, the reverse 
is true. 
The writers recognize that this study has limitations in (a) the 
time factor, (b) number of cases, and (c) certain unavoidable local 
situations which may have affected the testing. An examination of 
I.Q. and chronological age tables shows the population to be very sim-
ilar in terms of both factors. Any slight differences which may have 
existed were compensated for by use of a comparison of gains. 
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APPENDIX 
Directions for Administering Test 
of Initial and Final Phonetic Word Elements 







2. Say to the pupils: 
11In this test you are to listen to the first sound of the word and 
write it on your blank. On Number 1 write the first letter of the 
word - beneficial. 
Number 2 write the first letter in the word - mythological." 
Proceed in the same manner with the stimulus words. 
Number 1. beneficial 
Number 2. mythological 
Number 3. nullification 
Number 4. anthropology 
Number 5. harpsichord 
Say to the pupils: 
''Now you are to write the first two beginning letters in these words. 
Listen carefully and write the first two letters. 
Number 6 write the two beginning letters in the word- frisky." 
Proceed in the same manner with the following words: 
Number 6. frisky Number 13. credential 
Number 7. whimsical Number 14. cleavage 
Number 8. sleighing Number 15. prickly 
Number 9. bribery Number 16. swaddle 
Number 10. stipulation Number 17. plurality 
Number 11. blasphemy Number 18. flume 
Number 12. therapeutic 
Say to the pupils: 
"Now you are to write the first three beginning letters in these 
words. Listen, remember and write the first three letters. 
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Number 19 write the three beginning letters in the word - thrasher. 11 
Proceed in the same manner with the following words. 
Number 19. thrasher 
Number 20. shrapnel 
Number 21. sprightly 
3. Say to the pupils: 
Number 22. stringent 
Number 23. splutter 
Number 24. scrimmage 
"Now we are going to do something a little different. You are to 
listen to the sounds that come at the end of words. 
Number 25 write the last letter in the word- piston." 
Proceed in the same manner with the following words: 
Number 25 .. piston 
Number 26. throb 
Number 27. develop 
Number 28. racket 
Say to the pupils: 
Number 29. centennial 
Number 30. chloroform 
Number 31. handkerchief 
"Now you are to write the last two letters in these words. 
Number 32 write the last two letters in the word - catapult.n 
Proceed in the same IDRnner with the following words: 
Number 32. catapult Number 39. wrung 
Number 33. shrunk Number 40. squeamish 
Number 34. handicraft Number 41. dividend 
Number 35. forewarn Number 42. arrant 
Number 36. perturb Number 43. .. rampart 
Number 37. overwhelm Number 44. haphazard 
Number. 38. concept 
Say to the pupils: 
11Now listen to the next word. You are to write the last three 
letters in the word. 
Number 45 commonwealth 
Number 45 write the last three letters in the word·- commonwealth." 




for Visual Memory of.Word Patterns Test 
1. d 26. promoting 
2. m 27. regulation 
3. u 28. contented 
4. on 29. reformation 
5. dog 30. disinfectant 
6. pot 31. inferring 
7. was 32. perversity 
8. last 33. formulate 
9. black 34. accordance 
10. clean 35. inductor 
11. tend 36. engender 
12. quiet 37. maturation 
13. different 38. semicentennial 
14. contain 39. sudorific 
15. weather 40. astrophysical 
16. pleasantness 41. marital 
17. reception 42. meditate 
18. indication 43. simular 
19. factories 44. serous 
20. ungrateful 45. .encina 
21. entertainment 46. exerting 
22. appreciate 47. bairn 
23. desertion 48. plainte 
24. ·experimental 49. refluer 
25. desirous 50. surete 
Make flash cards of the above. Flash until you can count 
five. Have children mark their sheets. 
VISUAL MEMORY OF WORD PATTERNS 
Name --------------------------------
1. y b d g f 
2. m h n r t 
3. r n m u v 
4. no on imp in nip 
5. ago dog do go girl 
6. tub put top pot tap 
7. saw war as was waste 
8. slat last lost let blast 
·9. lack clock block black 
10. clear clean close climb lean 
11. and tend on ended end 
12. quiet quick quack point 
quite question quit 
13. dinner differ difference 





14. contact contain certain 
contains counter capital 
curtain 
15. other then wealthier weather 
whether whither _wealth 
16. presently plainness priestess 
pleasantness pretentious 
practicalness positiveness 
17. recession reception eruption 
receptive recognition 
recitation reciprocation 
18. ideation indication indecision 
indirection indevotion 
indicator imbrication 
19. filigrees faucets fractious 












22. approximate appropriate 
appetite depreciate apparition 
23. decision deception desertion 
dedication desecration 
tion 




25. discursive deciduous diseases 
derisive desirous denounce 
discourteous 
26. promotion protecting portcLLu~Ju~• 
promising prospecting 
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27. registration recognition 
regular regulate radiation 
negotiation regulation 
28. contended contented conducted 
connected contested contender 
commended 








31. infecting inferring informing 
referring referred inferred 
infesting 




33. formation formula formulate 
formations fascinate . 
formulating formative 




35. indu~tive endorser indicator 
inducer indention incubator 
inductor 
36. energetic engender engaged 
engineer ingrate ingredient 
negative 








39. soporiferous sardonic 
sudorific sudoral subscript 
superb subjective 




41. martial marvel marital 
marten natural marish 
mascot 
42. immediate meditates mediate 
mistake meditate material 
meditative 
43. similar simile simular 
simar simple sinus 
sinuate 
4~. serene serious series 
serous screen serrate 
serves 
45. incense incisor encina 
enisle ennui anemia 
essence 
46. exciting existing excusing 
executing exacting exciding 
exerting 
47. bairn briar braid 
diarist barite drained 
braird 
48. platarie phalene platine 
platre plainte palmier 
plates 
49. riflard reflechir refluer 
rigodon reflechi rigoler 
ragondin 
50. suret surin serte 
surete surir setier 
sirene 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
':rHE RECOGNITION OF HOMOPHONES TEST 
1. (Say to the class:) 
nToday we are going to do something different. Some other children 
who did this liked it very much. They said that it was just like 
playing a. game. I'll pass out the papers we are going to use. 
When you get the papers write your name, the name of the school, 
and your teacher 1 s name on the proper lines at the top of the 
paper." 
2. (After papers are distributed and pupils have filled in the informa-
tion requested, say to the class:) 
11Did you know that different groups of letters could have the same 
sound? Let 1s look at these groups of letters that I am going to 
put on the board.'' (Put the first sample on the board.) 11They are 
just like the first sample on your paper. These letters (point to 
1eat 1 ) have the sound of eat. Could the letters a-p-e (pointing to 
first item) have the sound of 1 eat 1 ? That 1 s correct, they could not 
Now look.at e-e-t. Could these have the sound of 1 eat 1 ? Yes, they 
could. So, we will .fill in the space before these letters . 11 
(Do so on the board. Children do so on their papers.) "Could e-e-p 
have the sound of 1 eat 1 ?. No, they couldn 1 t;. so we r;ron 1 t make any 
mark on the paper. Could e-t-e have the sound of 1 eat 1 ? That 1 s 
correct. They could, so we will fill in the space before that 
group of letters. Could e-e-k have the sound of 1eat 1 ? No, they 
couldn't. 11 
3. "Let's .try the second sample. While 1 am putting it on the board, 
y9u blacken or fill in the space before any group of letters that 
could have the sound of 1eek'.n (Move about the room during the 
following procedure to make certain pupils understand how to mark 
the answers.) 'Which spaces did you fill in or blacken?" (Have 
one pupil do the sample on the board.) ''Yes, that's correct. There 
was oniy one group,· 1 e-a..:k 1 that ~auld have the sound of 1 eek 1 • 11 
4. "Now try the third sample. Blacken the space before any group of 
letters which could have the sound of 1 ate 1 • Which spaces did you 
fill in or blacken; Mary? Yes, a-i-g-h-t would be correct. That 1 s 
correct;- a-i-t and e-i-g-h-t could alsohave the same sound. 11 
(Fill in· the spaces before these words on the board.) 
5. Hin each sample we had a different number of spaces that had to be 
filled .in or blad;ened. ·In those that; you are now going to do 
there will always be one filled in and there could be two, three, 
four, or even five filled in. 
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6. Precede each item with the following introduction: 
''Number Blacken the space before any group of letters that 
could have the same sound as 11 
(On the examiner's copy of the test key words suggesting the sound 
for the stimulus were penciled in, but not spoken or presented to 
the children. Time was allowed for each ehild to finish each item. 
Usually the time approximated 20 seeonds per item.) 


























(as in paid) 
(as in squeeze) 
(as in good) 
(as in birth) 
(as in fair) 
(as in purse) 
(as in fence) 
(as in occasion} 
(as in bite) 
(as in screen) 
(as in bite) 
(as in bell) 
(as in plane) 
(as in fire) 
(as· in bought) 
(as in cold) 
(as in frame) 
(as in daze) 
(as in stuff) 
(as in sir) 
(as in shown) 
(as in. fleece)· 
(as in peach) 
(as in seed) 


























(as in day) 
(as in seem) 
(as in until) 
(as in stole) 
(as in board) 
(as in tack) 
(as in mist) 
(as in bum) 
(as in so) 
(as in tale) 
(as in tall) 
(as in feel) 
(as in dude) 
(as in perhaps) 
(as iri stern) 
(as in thud) 
(as in code) 
(as in herd) 
(as in fir) 
(as in claws) 
(as in not) 
(as in sock) ' 
(as in sterling) 
(as in home) 
(as in hose) 
Source of the above homophone test: Joseph F. Comerford, Perceptual 
Abilities in Spelling, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston 
University, Boston, 1954. 
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RECOGNITION OF HOMOPHONES 
Name School 
Teacher 
You and the class are going to do the following samples together. 
Follow the directions given to you by your teacher. 
SAMPLES 
x. eat y. eek z. ate 
( ) ape ( ) ake ( ) it 
( ) eet ( ) age. ( ) aight 
( ) eep ( ) ike. ( ) ait 
( ) ete ( ) ache ( ) eight 
( ) eek ( ) eak ( ) ati 
Now do each of the following as directed by your teacher. 
1. a:i.d 2. .eeze 3. ood 4. irth 5. air 
( ) ed .( ) ize ( ) ode ( ) orth ( ) ere 
( ) a de ( ) ease ( ) ord ( ) eth ( ) ire 
( ) ode ( ) eize ( ) ould ( ) arth ( ) are 
( ) ide ( ) . ees ( ) od ( ) erth ( ) eir 
( ) eighed ( ) eas ( ) ard ( ) outh ( ) ear 
·6. urse 7. ence 8. sion 9. ite 10. een 
( ) erze ( ) ens ( ) son ( ) ete ( ) ean 
( ) erse ( ) ince ( ) ton ( ) ight ( ) ine 
( ) urze ( ) ense ( ) tion ( ) ike ( ) une 
( ) erce .( ) ins ( ) zion ( ) ote ( ) ene 
( ) arse ( ) ents. ( ) fion ( ) it ( ) ien 
ll. i 12. ell 13. ane 14. ire 15. ought 
( ) y ( ) elle ( ) aim ( ) iore ( ) aut 
( ) ie .( ) al ( ) a in ( ) yre ( ) ught 
( ) eye ( ) el ( ) ein. ( ) air ( ) aught 
( ) oy ( ) il ( ) ene ( ) ier ( ) ort 
( ) igh ( ) .eel ( ) eigh ( ) uer ( ) eught 
16. old 17. f 18. aze 19. uff 20. sir 
( ) ould ( ) ft ( ) ace ( ) ove ( ) sur 
( ) oled ( ) ph ( ) ase ( ) off () cir 
( ) oal ( ) ff ( ) ays ( ) ogh ( ) sor 
( ) olled ( ) gh ( ) aise ( ) eff ( ) cer 
( ) owed ( ) pt ( ) aize ( ) ough ( ) ser 
-
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21. own 22. eece 23. each 24. eed 25. aint 
( ) owe ( ) ieee ( ) ach ( ) ead ( ) ant 
( ) one ( ) eese ( ) ooch ( ) ode ( ) eint 
( ) ean ( ) eace ( ) eech ( ) ide ( ) oint 
( ) oon ( ) ace ( ) eese ( ) ede ( ) int 
( ) awn ( ) ice ( ) oach ( ) ed ( ) ent 
26. ay 27. eem 28. un 29. ole 30. oard 
( ) uy ( ) eam ( ) an ( ) owl ( ) ored 
( ) eigh ( ) im ( ) en ( ) oul ( ) ood 
( ) ai ( ) em ( ) une ( ) oll ( ) ord 
( ) oy ( ) eme ( ) one ( ) oal ( ) ode 
( ) ey ( ) ime ( ) urn ( ) ol ( ) or de 
31. ac 32. ist 33. um 34. 0 35. ale 
( ) at ( ) est ( ) om ( ) eau ( ) al 
( ) eck ( ) izzed ( ) ome ( ) ode ( ) eil 
( ) ack ( ) iest ( ) ume ( ) ew ( ) ol 
(_) et ( ) is sed ( ) ump ( ) ow ( ) ail 
( ) ok ( ) ast ( ) umb ( ) ough ( ) eel 
36. all 37. eel 38. ude 39. Eer 40. ern 
( ) ol ( ) eal ( ) ood ( ) pur ( ) orn 
( ) aul ( ) ile ( ) eud ( ) pre ( ) earn 
( ) ale ( ) ell ( ) ud ( ) por ( ) yrn 
( ) awl ( ) eil ( ) ewed ( ) pro ( ) arn 
( ) eal ( ) el ( ) ued ( ) par ( ) urn 
41. ud 42. ode 43. erd 44. ar 45. aws 
( ) udge ( ) owed ( ) eard ( ) are ( ) az 
( ) ood ( ) ewed ( ) ord ( ) ur ( ) a use 
( ) ude ( ) oed ( ) ird ( ) ire ( ) auze 
( ) ad ( ) ood ( ) irred ( ) er ( ) ose 
( ) od ( ) ead ( ) ird ( ) ar ( ) oze 
46. n 47. ock 48. erl 49. ome 50. ose 
( ) an ( ) oc ( ) url () oam ( ) oze 
( ) in ( ) ark ( ) irl ( ) oim ( ) owes 
( ) kn ( ) ook ( ) arl ( ) omb ( ) ows 
( ) gn ( ) ox ( ) orl ( ) umb ( ) oes 
( ) on ( ) awk ( ) earl ( ) one ( ) oss 
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